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CHAPI'ER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Statement of the Problem: 
The problem to be investigated in this study is the prediction 
of the academic achievement of a group of high school students through 
the use of a projective measure, the sentence completion test. 
Introduction to the Problem: 
The current crisis in education, brought to public awareness 
not only by the record number of students applying to institutions of 
higher leal"'ling, but also by the recent highly critical analysis of Ameri-
can education, has resulted in demands for more accurate and reliable 
measures of student abilities. And, in the light of these abilities, 
better methods are being sought for predicting h011' well these students 
llill achieve at the college level. 
Both of these problems are famiHar to the educator. FOE' many 
years researchere have studied the problem of adequate testing of abili-
ties in relation to achievement, yet in the S1JIIIIllal'Y" of literature by 
!I Durflinger the correlation between intelligence and college grades was 
!f Durflinger, Glenn w., "The Prediction of College Success: A Summary 
of Recent Findings," American Association of Collegiate Registrars 
Journal, (1943) 19: 68-78. 
Boston University 
School of Education 
Library 
y 
found to be between ,40 and .5o. Harris i'ound correlations of' ,63 be-
tl'reen high school gt"ades, intelligence and high school rank. Although 
these correlations appear to be substantial, it must be recognized that 
there are areas llhich are not being successi'ully measured by existing 
instruments, Those in the i'ield of' college admissions have been i'aced 
with the problem of' the academic anomaly - the student llhose level of' 
work does not correspond to hie intelligence or aptitude as measured by 
some standard means • 
In an attempt to increase the predictability of' academic 
achievement, greater emphasis has been placed on the 'non-intellectual' 
aspects of' achievement, involving motivation, interests, sociological 
£actors and personality, Ai'ter reviewing numerous studies concerned 
J/ 
with these £actors, R. Mo w. Travers reports: 
"Motivational factors play a major role in deter-
mining academic success both in high school and in 
college, Measures of' interest have been found to 
correlate 'IIi th college performance almost as well 
as measures of' aptitude, Motivational i'actors, 
hoMever, llhich ai'i'ect academic success have not yet 
been adequately measured". 
2. 
With the increasing numbers of' applicants i'or a limited number 
of' spaces in today1s colleges, and with the threat of' Russian education-
al superiority, it would seem both necessary and expedient that further 
Y Harrie, Daniel B., "Factors affecting College Grades: A Review of' 
the Literature, 1930-1937 1 " Psychological Bulletin, (1940) 37: 
J/ Travers, R, M, w., "Significant Research on the Prediction of Academic 
Success" 1 in Donohue, w. T., Coombs, c. H. and Travers, R, M, w. The 
Measurement of' Student Adjustment and Achievement, Ann Arbor: unr.:-
versity of 'MiChigan PreSs, 1949. 
3. 
study of motivation as a factor in academic achievement be carried on in 
order to better identify" those students llhose intellectual abilities and 
aspirations indicate a high level of achievement. 
The Purpose of the Study: 
The purpose of the study was to determine the value of the GU-
!!/ 
more Sentence Completion Test as a predictive instrument in relation to 
the academic achievement of a group of high school seniors. In order to 
establish a relationship, scores of the Gilmore Sentence Completion Test \ Zl 
were correlated '!lith scores on the Differential Aptitude Tests, the Pint-
Y 
ner General Abilities Test, and the average of three years of high school 
'II'Ork:e 
Once these correlations had been found, multiple correlations 
were computed to determine 'llhether the Gilmore Sentence Completion Test, 
in combination with any one of the variables, 'II'Ould provide a higher cor-
relation, and thus be more predictive than any of the variables used a-
lone. 
!!/Gilmore, John v., Gilmore Sentence Completion Test, Boston University-, 
Boston, llassschusetts, 1953. 
ZJ Bennett, G. K., Seashore, H. G., Wesman, A. G. Differential Aptitude 
~· New York Psychological Corporation, 1947. 
Y P:l.ntner, R., Loftus, J., Forlano1 G., Alster, B., Pintner General 
Abilities Test. Yonkers: World Book Company, 1939. 
4. 
Justification :for the Study: 
It was :felt that there was more than sufficient justification 
:for a continuing study of the Gilmore Sentence Completion Test in view of 
71 y 2.1 
the success of Smith, Tribou and Siniapkin llho used the instrument with 
Y1/ groups of students at the college level. Earlier work done by Gilmore 
1lhen the test was in an experimental :form also indicated that :further ex-
perimentation might be :fruitful. 
The Scope o£ the Study: 
The Gilmore Sentence Completion Test 'liaS admi n:f stered to three 
hundred and eighty..five seniors at Rome Free Academy, Rome, New York, in 
December, 1958. This number includes all those present the day the test 
11as given. No subsequent attempt was made to examine those students not 
present at the time of initial testing. Additional test data available 
on the gE'OUp were six subscores o£ the Differential Aptitude Test, the 
Pintner General Abilities Test and grades in all subjects :from the ninth 
through eleventh years. 
1/ Smith, Geraldine K., The Relation~ between Responses on the Gilmore 
Sentence C etion Test and the t Semester Grades of three hundred 
and two Nursing Students. Unpublished Master's esis, Boston Univer-
sity SchOol of Nursing, !bston, Massachusetts, 1956. 
2f Siniapkin, s. N., A Comparison between Academic Success and Responses 
on a Sentence Completion Test, Unpublished Master 1 s Thesis, Boston Uni-
versity School of Education, !bston, Massachusetts, 1958. 
!Q/Gilmore, John v., "A New Venture in the Testing o£ Motivation," ,!!!!!. 
College Board Review. College Entrance Exam Board, New York. November, 
l951, PP• 221-226. 
Limitations of the Study: 
The study was l:imited to those students in attendance the day 
the test was administered. Unif"orm test administration was not possible 
because of the large number of students involved. 
The sample group included bot!). boys and girls. No attempt was 
made to differentiate those students taking the college entrance course 
.from those in the commercial or general courses of study. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RElATED RESEARCH 
Studies Concerned With High School Average, 
Rank, Long-Range Prediction, Sex Differential 
and Prediction In Special Fields 
Early research in the prediction of academic achievement has 
6. 
focused on over-all success at the college level. More recently, however, 
the greatest significance has been found bt using the average grade for 
first semester or average of first year grades as an indication of haw 
well a student 'Will achieve. In order to isolate those factors which are 
most nearly related to success in college, numerous studies have reported 
certain relationships between academic achievement and such variables as 
high school average, high school rank, general aptitude and sex differen-
tial. y 
In a comprehensive survey by Travers in 1949, two hundred and 
seventy-two studies were reviewed Which dealt with scholastic success in 
elementary and secondary school, liberal arts colleges, professional and 
graduate schools, subject matter, sequence of high school subjects and 
non-intellectual factors. Travers reports that study has indicated the 
average high school grade is a better predictor of college grades than 
!/ Travers, R. M. w., .2£!. ~ 
y 
either subject matter or psychological tests. Also in 1949, Garrett re-
viewed one hundred and ninety-four studies published between 1919 and 
1945, and reported a median correlation of .56 between high school average 
and college scholastic average. The factor ranking second in relation to 
scholastic success was found to be general achievement tests and College 
Entrance Examination Board Tests 111 th a median coefficient of .49. Dur-
J/ flinger had reported earlier that in most schools the correlation between 
intelligence and college grades ranges from .40 to .5o llith a median coef-
!!/ 
ficient of .44. Harris, in reviewing the literature between 1930 and 1937 
concerning factors affecting college grades, found that a combination of 
factors including high school grades seemed quite predictive. A multiple 
correlation of • 71 was found between college grades and high school 
grades, intelligence and ratings by principal and teachers. When high 
school grades, intelligence and high school rank were used, the correl-
ation on a sample of eighteen hundred and twenty-five freshmen students 
was .63. 
21 
More recently, Burnham reported on his work at Yale University 
where it was found that the secondary school average gave a better index 
Y Garrett, Harley F. 1 "A Review and Interpretation of Investigation of 
Factors Related to School Success in Colleges of Arts and Sciences, 
and Technical Colleges," Journal of Experimental Education, (1949) 
18: 91-138. 
J/ Durflinger, Glenn w., .!?.£:. .!!lli 
!!/ Harris, Daniel, 2£:. ill:_ 
21 Burnham, P. s., "Evaluation of Academic Ability,• Collefte Entrance Ex-
amination Board, Education Testing Service, Princeton, ew Jersey, 
1954. 
8. 
of performance than rank in class. The correlation of e79 was given be-
tween secondary school average and first term average. On a four-year 
basis the correlation between predicted grade and actual grade was • 67. y 
In the 1957 study by Boyer and Koken, however, high school rank was found 
to be significant. While detennining the validity of the admissions prac-
t.i.ces at the State Teacher's College, Millersville, Pennsylvania, the 
American Council on Education Ps;vchological Test and the Ohio State Psy-
chological Test correlated .53 and .60 respectively w.i.th quality point 
average. It was also found that the high school rank in terms of semi-
decile ranges correlated at .49 with ~ty point average. This correla-
tion includes thirty-eight students who were below the median rank in high 
school but showed promise of achieving on criteria other than rank. When 
these thirty-eight cases were eliminated, the correlation between rank and 
quality point average was increased to .77. 
1} 
Sopchak, as recently as 1958, tested three hundred and fifty-six 
students entering Adelphi College using the california Test of Mental Ma-
turity and the American Council on Education Ps;vchological Test which cor-
related highly with each other at • 78 for reading and .55 on language. 
The test also correlated substantially with high school grades at .45 am 
.38. However, it was found that high school grades correlated more highly 
at .64 with quality point average than any psychological test. 
§/ Boyer, Lee E. and Koken, James E., "Admissions Tests as Criteria for 
Success in College," Journal of Educational Research (1957) 50: 313-315. 
1/ Sopchak1 A. L. 1 "Prediction of College Performance by CoDDnolicy Used 
Tests," Journal of Clinical Psychologz (1933) 14: 194-197. 
y 
Regarding the long-range prediction of college success, Travers• 
summary of the data concludes that measures of intelligence obtained be-
fore the ninth grade have limited value for individual prediction of aca-
2/ demic success. More specifically, B.yrns and Henmon feel that the ability 
to do college 110rk can be determined quite successfully by coml::d.ning tenth 
year grades with a psychological test score. These, they conclude, are a 
better indication of achievement than any other year, and as good as a 
four-year average. 
10/ 
In 1952, Abelson- conducted a study to determine whether there 
are any differences in the predictability of college grades according to 
sex. Using only the American Council on Education Psychological Test and 
college grades, he found no significant difference. However, using both 
high school grades and aptitude test scores, the over-all test was highly 
gj 
significant in favor of girls. Again in 1955, Jackson, in a study in-
volving t11e11ty-nine hundred and eighty-three freshmen at Michigan State 
University, all of whom had taken the American Council on Education Psy-
chological Test, the Michigan State Reading Test, a test of English usage 
by Hickok and the Arithmetic Proficiency test. He found that reading 
ability -s highly predictive, correlating at .64 with grade point average, 
and that women obtained significantly higher grades than men, performing 
more nearly in accord with their measured ability. 
Y Travers, R. M. w., ~ 2.!h. 
2.1 Byrns, R. K., and Henmon, v. c., "Long-Range Prediction of College 
Achievement," School and Society (1935) 41: 877-880. 
!Q/Abelson, R. P., "Sex Differences in Predictability of College Grades," 
Educational and Psychological Measurement, (1952) 12: 638-644. 
!!/Jackson, R. A., "Prediction of the Academic Success of College Fresh-
men," Journal of Educational Psychology, (1955) 46: 296-301. 
10. 
In Harris¥/review of the literature, it was found that predic-
tions of success in special fields are slightly more valid than over-all 
w 
predictions. Elton and Morris administered a battery of three tests to 
all freshmen entering Birmingham-southern College over a four year period. 
These tests were the A.~erican Council on Education Psychological Test, Eng-
lish Cooperative Test C2 and Differential Aptitude Test. When correlated 
with first quarter grades in several courses, there was no significant dif-
ference between the highest correlation of grades and scores on the Ameri-
can Council on Education Test or English Cooperative Test, and highest cor-
relation between grades and scores on the Differential Aptitude test. 
Two years after the Elton and Morris study was published, Vine-
ya~ used the Differential Aptitude Test with two groups of students who 
had graduated from the Stillwater, Oklahoma high school; those in 1952 and 
1953, and those in 1954. The scores of the Differential Aptitude Test, ad-
ministered when the students were in the ninth grade, were correlated with 
over-all grade average as college freshmen and found to have a r~e of 
.325 to .498 for men and .OS3 to .468 for women. Correlations of Differ-
ential Aptitude Test scores with grade average in individual course areas 
for men showed that Language, Social Science and Science correlated well 
with the test profile. Verbal reasoning, space relations, mechanical 
reasoning and clerical tests appeared to have little predictive value for 
women. 
g/Harris, Daniel, 2£:.. ~ 
;!1/Elton, c. F. and Morris, n., "The Use of the Differential Aptitude in a 
Small Liberal Arts College," Journal of Educational Research (1956) 
SO: l4o-l43. 
~ineyard, E. E., "A Longitudinal Study of the Relationship of Differen-
tial Aptitude Test Scores with College Success," Personnel and Guidance 
Journal (1958) 36: 413-416. 
Rev1811' of Studies of HOD-~llectual Factors 1 
With increased lmarledge 1n the use o:f testing techniques and 
&cute aareness o:f the great need to idsnti:fy those aspects of achieve-
ment not directq associated with intellectual ability, efforts have 
been made to •asure the non-intellectual factors o:f individual motiva-
tion, personalit;y, interest and adjustment. 
"When achieveant is conceived ef ae being a volW118, 
bounded b7 the three different factors emDIIBrated 
(aptitude, apec1:fic abilities and activation• and 
achievement in eaoh area) the possibilities of 
specific achievement are noted to be infinite 1n 
nuaber and extent :for a person of even mediocre 
aptitude. Thus the :forecast of what an individual 
will do is taken out o:f tha categor,y o:f a test 
score, which -,y represent a single, definite 
restricted region on soae one 1 i nev scale and is 
given an infinite DIDIIber of poesibls values, but 
1n wideq different regionB :for different in-
dividuale.• '!2/ 
In trying to detend.ne the effect of motivation on :freshmen 
w 
students at Yale Univarsity, CJ'IIJdord ,,JI8de a comparison of the 
:freshman year grades :for three successive years l92S, 1926 and 1927, 
and found that 7S percent of those students attending on scholarship a:-
ceeded as a whole or equaled the median grade of thoee students not a:-
pecting to earn ao,y of their own expenses. A further comparison be-
tlreen mental ratings and freebman grades shCIIfed higher coefficient :for 
scholarship students at .SS than :for non-scholarship students at .4o. 
'!2/Sumers, R.E., "Some Thoughts on Prediction o:f Academic Achievement,• 
College and UniveNity, (19Sl) 26: 228-23S. 
Wcratord, A.B., "Effect o:f Scholarships: A Stuc!,y in Kotintion,• f"" Journal o:f Educatiol'lal Psycholoq, (19h6) 371 &s-S2. 
12. 
17/ 
In 1942, Moore- developed an academic inclination score based on 
a questionnaire referring to such factors as preferred activities in col-
lege, knowledge of the catalogue and seriousness of purpose in attending 
college. The score, correlated llith first semester marks, produced a co-
efficient of • 76, but only .27 with scholarship-aptitude rank. While it 
lias felt that the questionnaire revealed motivation as an aspect of stu-
dent success, further investigation was needed. 
The element of persistence, based on estimates of behavior on 
such items as resistance to distraction, inhibition of wink reflex and con-
W 
tinuous mental work liaS investigated by Ryans in 1938 using Jw:dor College 
Sophomores and high school Jw:dors. The test lias observed to have no re-
lation to intelligence but was positively related to assigned school marks. 
Multiple correlations of • 73 and • 19 were obtained when coml:xinations of 
intelligence test scores and persistence test scores were employed to pre-
diet honor-point ration and high school mark. 
Motivational differences in terms of conformance with academic 
requirements and willingness to take decisive action was the subject of a 
?::21 
study by Brown and others who used three separate methods to test stu-
dents at the University of Texas: 
-g)Moore, w. H., "Measuring Student Motivation," Journal of Higller Educa-
tion, (1942) 13: 269-271. 
WRyans, D. G., "A Study of Observed Relationships between Persistence 
Test Results, Intelligence Indices and Academic Success," Journal of 
Educational Psychology, (1938) 29: 573-580. 
?::2/Brown, w. F., and others, "The Survey of Study Habits and Attitudes; 
A New Instrument for the Prediction of Academic Success," Educational 
and Psychological Measurement, (1954) 14: 726-728. 
a) When a previously selected group was asked to participate 
as an apparent random sample for a psychological study, 
97 percent of the Dean's list group reported, rut only 50 
percent of the Probation list group reported. 
13. 
b) A randomly selected group was asked to appear to take part 
in a study being conducted at ten schools. Those llho re-
ported at the initial request had significantly higher 
averages than those who appeared after the second and third 
requests. 
c) Students had the opportunity to use an answer key on ques-
tions llhich would comprise a test given at some point dur-
ing a course. Results showed that more than half of those 
who did not use the key obtained scores of 80 or below. 
The results of these three tests would indicate that initiative and drive, 
as well as interest and conformance were characteristics of the high a-
ohieving student. 
2.0/ 21/ 
Two studies by Gougll report the use of a true-false question-
naira designed to relate personality to academic achievement. The first 
study involved the use of a two-hundred item test w.i.th such statements as 
"I must admit I find it very hard to work under strict rules and regula-
tions". The test, after item anazysis, was reduced to sixty-four items 
and the achievement scale then correlated at about .50 with the honor point 
ratio of four hundred and forty-one students in four Minnesota high schools. 
A shortened version of thirty-eight items administered to two hundred and 
thirty-four high school students in Rook Island, Illinois correlated with 
intelligence at .26 and with high school grades at .44. Multiple corral-
ations of achievement score and intelligence with grade average was .62. 
WGough, H. G., "What Determines the Academic Achievement of High School 
Students," Journal of Educational Research, (1953) 46: 321-331. 
~Gough, H. G., "The Construction of a Personality Scale to Predict Schol-
astic Achievement," Journal of Applied Psychology, (l953) 37: 361-366. 
Later, at the University of California, Gough used a thirty-six item test, 
devised from the earlier versions, which he administered tc an Intrcduc-
Psychology Class. A mean correlation of .38 with grades was obtained in 
eleven cross-validating college samples totaling twelve hundred and fifty-
three cases. 
22/ 
Stagner- concluded in 1933 that personality factors have a 
marked influence on the correlation of aptitude and achievement. The in-
struments used were the Pressey x-o Test (form A), the AEC Questionnaire 
developed by Gough, the Allport A-s Reaction Study, Laird C2 Inventory, 
Neymann-Kohlstedt Test for introversion-extroversion, Thurstone Neurotic 
Inventory, Moss Social Intelligence Test and Bernreuter Personality Inven-
tory. Stagner found low linear correlations of intelligence, achievement 
and personality measures, but felt this was due to the inherent nature of 
the relationship. It was also found that high emotionality and high self-
sufficiency lead to lower achievement than would be predicted from intel-
ligence scores. 
w 
Two years later Drought used the Wisconsin Scale of Personality 
Traits developed by Stagner, and the Bell Adjustment Inventory w.ith seven 
hundred and fifty freshmen men entering the College of Letters and Science, 
University of Wisconsin. A uniformly low correlation was found between 
the tests and the discrepancy between predicted and achieved grades. Af-
ter item analysis, the most differentiating items were correlated with 
Wstagner, Ross, "The Relation of Personality to Academic Aptitude," 
Journal of Clinical Psychology, (1947) 3: 47-56. 
§/Drought, Neal E., "An Analysis of Eight Measures of Personality and Ad-
justment in Relation to Relative Scholastic Achievement," Journal of 
Applied Psychology, (1938) 22: 597-{£!6. 
15. 
grade point discrepancies at .20. 
~ A positive but low correlation was found by Bendig and Sprague 
with the Guilford-Zimmerman Temperment Survey. In 1953, one hundred and 
fifty-five students in an introductory psychology course at the University 
of Pittsburgh were tested. Two Guilford-Zimmerman scales, the Restraint 
and Objectivity, were rectilinearly related to the level of achievement 
at .20 and .21, and the two scales of Friendliness and Masculinity showed 
significant curvilinear relations at .27 and .25. 
321 Quinn reported little success with the Minnesota Multiphasic-
Personality Inventory in investigating the relationship between personal-
ity characteristics of samples of male freshmen from the 1949, 1950, and 
1951 classes at the University of Wisconsin. The Inventory was broken 
down into two forms, one containing all significant differential items at 
the .05 level, and the second containing only the most highly significant, 
at the .01 level, differential items of the first group. The conclusion 
reached was that neither scale added to the predictability of college 
achievement when included in typical freshmen test batteries. 
Further attempts to identify the non-intellectual aspects of 
achievement have been made with regard to the factors of individual back-
ground and environment. These efforts have met with only moderate sue-
cess, however. 
~Bendig, A. w. and Sprague, J. L., "The Guilford-Zimmerman Temperment 
Survey as a Predictor of Achievement Level and Achievement Fluctuation 
in Introductory Psychology," Journal of Applied Psychology, (1954) 
38: 409-413. 
,gVQuinn, s. B., "Relationships of Certain Personality Characteristics to 
College Achievement," Dissertation Abstracts, (1957) 17: 809. 
16. 
In 1938, Scot~administered a questionnaire regarding personal 
data to two hundred and eighty freshmen at Colorado state College of Edu-
cation. The questions were, for example, "My father's occupation •• ", "My 
admiration of the industrious student •• ", or "I live in a town of ••" 
The questionnaire was answered by checking one of several possible res-
ponses, each of which had a numerical value. Correlations of .37 between 
the total questionnaire score and average scholastic grades, and only .33 
between the questionnaire and the American Council on Education Psycho-
logical Test were achieved. A regression equation, based on Entrance Ex-
am scores was used to predict the probable grades of fifty students. 
When the questionnaire scores were added, a higher degree of accuracy in 
prediction resulted, although the predictive value was not great enough 
to justify its use. 
'?1.1 
McQuarry carried on similar research on one hundred and seven-
ty-four first-semester freshmen men at the University of Wisconsin, who 
had sought the Student Counseling Center in 1948-1949, and l9h9-1950. 
Twenty-1;hree variables were considered, including the American Council 
on Education Psychological Test, speed of reading on the Cooperative Eng-
lish Test, occupational level of father, educational level of both parents, 
siblings, illnesses, type of financial support, etc. Multiple group fac-
toring technique used resulted in such classification as "academic and 
~Scott, Carrie M., "Background and Personal Data as Factors in Predic-
tion of Scholastic Success in College," Journal of Applied Psychology, 
(1938) 22: 42-49. 
~cQuarry, J. P., "Some Relationships between Non-Intellectual Charac-
teristics and Academic Achievement," Journal of Educational Psychology, 
(1953) 44: 2.5-228. 
17. 
financial security'', "social extroversion", "social-class intelligence", 
"academic performance", etc. Wide ranges of correlation from .56 to .41 
were achieved. Since the work was done on a small sample, the results 
are limited; however, the data was felt to be valuable for interpretation. 
Mallo'tf employed a "Life Experience Inventozy 11 in his study of 
1955. Four areas were covered in the two hundred and one item tests: 
school experiences and attitudes toward education, self-appraisal, family 
relationships, and choice and types of i'riends. The problem of the study 
was that of predicting college marks with certain pre-registration tests, 
and also to identify those biographical experiences and attitudes asso-
ciated with first-semester academic achievement. Multiple correlation 
between the Life EJq:>erience Inventory and English Placement Test for 
women was .570 as opposed to .515 multiple correlation between English 
Placement and American Council on Education linguistic score. For men, 
the American Council on Education linguistic score and the Life Exper-
ience Inventory were the best predictors, with multiple correlations of 
.532. Between the English Placement Test and the American Council on 
Education linguistic score the correlation was .494. 
w 
The study of Weitz and Wilkinson analyzed the variance of the 
academic performance of six experimental groups of male college freshmen, 
matched on the basis of scholastic aptitude w.i.th "normal" college fresh-
WMalloy, John, "The Prediction of College Achievement with The Life Ex-
perience Inventory," Educational and Psychological Measurement, (1955) 
15: l7o-l80. 
~eitz, H. and Wilkinson, H. J., "The Relationship between Certain Non-
intellective Factors and Academic Success in College, 11 Journal of Con-
sulting Psychology. (1957) 4: 54-60. 
18. 
men. The conditions studied were: 1) only child at the time of entrance; 
2) one or both parents deceased at the time of entrance; 3) parents di-
vorced; 4) graduation from a private military school; 5) graduation from 
a private civilian school and 6) any two of the above variables, While 
the data only suggests a trend and no casual relationship should be at-
tributed, results showed that the academic performance of the experiment-
al groups was significantly inferior in the case of only children, mill-
tary academy graduates and students who had experienced two or more of 
the experimental conditions. Loss of one or both parents through death 
or divorce had no significant effect upon academic performance. 
221 
Young interviewed one hundred and four male freshmen of the 
Division of Agriculture, University of Iowa in 1957 in order to study the 
hypothesis that anxiety would vary inversely with parental acceptance, 
and achievement would vary curvilinearly with anxiety, being greatest for 
moderate amounts of anxiety. It was also hoped that achievement would 
vary with the amount of independence during childhood. The measuring in-
struments were the projective test developed by McClelland and others for 
achievement, and the Anxiety Questionnaire by Sarason and others for anx-
iety. No support was found for the hypothesis, 
the 
The factor of interest with regard to college achievement was 
31/ 
subject of a study in 1934 by Segel, who used one hundred cases in 
investigating the relationship between vocational interest as measured 
.:2Q!Young, L, R,, "Parent-Ghild Relationships which affect Achievement 
Motivation of College Freshmen," Dissertation Abstracts, (1957) 17:3lll. 
1!/Segel, David, "Differential Prediction of Scholastic Success," School 
and Societ~ (1934) 39: 91-96, 
19. 
by the Strong Vocational Interest Blank, differences between marks in col-
lege subject-groups and differences between achievement test results, 
measured by the Iowa High School Content Exam. Relationships were found 
to be substantial, with a correlation of .61 between Engineering Interest 
and Mathematics marks and an apparently significant negative correlation 
of -.47 between Engineering Interest scores and grades in history. 
EJ Rust and Ryan also used the Strong Vocational Interest Blank 
at Yale College with three groups designated as over-achievers, normal or 
under-achievers. In general, it was found that the test is not highly 
w 
appropriate for predicting college achievements. Detchen, however, was 
more successful with the Kuder Preference Record and grades on a Social 
Science Comprehensive Exam of two hundred and forty-seven students and 
the University of Chicago. The percentage of use was the basis for the 
selection of one hundred and nine items from the test, from which a final 
correlation was made between the Interest Test in Social Science and the 
Comprehensive Exam, with American Council on Education Psychological Test 
Total and Social Science Placement exam, prepared at the University of 
Chicago. This correlation was .51. 
JW 
The Kuder Preference Record was also used by Frandsen and Ses-
sions in testing one hundred and eighty-seven high school students. 
EJRust, R. M. and Ryan, F. J., "The Strong Vocational Interest Blank and 
College Achievement," Journal of Applied Psychology, (1954) 38:341-345. 
22/Detchen, L., "The Effect of a Measure of Interest Factors on the Pre-
diction of Performance in a College Social Sciences Comprehensive Ex-
amination, 11 Journal of Educational Psychology, (1946) 37: 45-52. 
~andsen, A. N. and Sessions, A. D., "Interests and School Achievement," 
Educational and Psychological Measurement, (1953) 13: 94-lOlo 
20. 
This work showed the intra-individual correlation of .27 between patterns 
of Kuder interests and achievement, and a median intra-individual correl-
ation of .48 between Kuder Interests and self-rated interests in corres-
pending school subjects. 
w 
The use of an attitude-interest questionnaire was reported by 
Myers where forty-five out of one hundred and forty-eight items differ-
entiated between over and under achievers. Of these items, 57.8 percent 
were found to be in the academic over-achiever stereotype of a group of 
expert judges, as well as within the "successful college student" stereo-
type of the following year 1 s entering freshmen at the school involved. 
The conclusion was drawn that this agreement is between sterotype and ex-
pressed attitudes. 
}§/ 
Woodman used a similar instrument entitled "An Evaluation of 
Student Opinions" which was given to fifteen hundred college freshmen in 
nine New England colleges, all of whom had taken the American Council on 
Education Psychological Test. The test was in three parts: 1) indica-
tion of agreement or disagreement with general expressions such as "Col-
lege education is the best 11ay to prepare for one 1 s life work"; 2) i terns 
involving self, such as 11!Jly success in life will depend on rey doing well 
in college"; and 3) a problem check list. Woodman found that the correl-
ations between total scores on the American Council on Education Psycho-
logical Test and grades was .30, and using multiple correlation achieved 
'22JMyers, R. c., "The Academic Over Achiever: Stereotyped Aspects," 
Journal of Experimental Education, (1950) 18: 229-238. 
~oodman, E. M., "Description of a Guidance Instrument Designed to 
Measure Attitudes Related to Academic Success in College," Education-
al and Psychological Measurement, (1952) 12: 275-294. 
21 • 
• 43 correlation on total American Council on Education Psychological Test 
scores, total scores on the testing instrument and grades. 
In 1947, as part of a three-year study conducted by the College 
E./ Entrance Exam Board, Shultz and Green developed a questionnaire Which 
would measure non-intellectual factors associated with academic achieve-
ment. This one hundred and forty-five item test was administered to the 
freshmen class of an eastern women's liberal arts school, and scored by 
a key derived from the previous freshmen class. The results failed to 
show any si~ficant relationship, however, since correlation of the 
three scores of the questionnaire with an achievement index were only .12, 
.14 and .13. 
The prediction of college achievement by means of a curriculum 
w 
satisfaction blank was the subject of a study by Berdie who found that 
no single factor bears a high relationship to a student 1 s satisfaction 
with his curriculum. Satisfaction is si~ficantly related to academic 
221 
achievement but correlations were only .23. AlmoB also investigated 
this problem with seven hundred and twenty-five male freshmen at the Uni-
versity of Minnesota. These students 119re given the Roy College Satis-
faction Index containing scales on curriculum, instructors, social life, 
E./Shultz, D. G. and Green, B. F. Jr., "Predicting Academic Achievement 
with a New Attitude-Interest Questionnaire," Educational and Psycho-
logical Measurement, (1953) 13: .54-64. 
]!/Berdie 1 Ralph F., "The Prediction of College Achievement and Sa tis-
faction," Journal of Applied Psychology, (1944) 28: 239-245. 
22./Almos, Kermit o., "Study of Inter-relationships bet119en Measured 
Satisfaction with College and Certain Academic and Personality Varia-
bles," Dissertation Abstracts, (1957) 17: 561. 
22. 
faculty advise, etc. By comparing the results of this Index with the re-
sults of the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Index, Almos found that 
satisfied students were more like "extroverts" on the "si" scale of the 
Minnesota Multiphasic than dissatisfied, and the satisfied students had 
lower mean scores at the .05 level of confidence on the Depression scale 
than dissatisfied students. 
Still another factor related to academic achievement is that of 
!!.Q/ 
motivation involving study habits and attitudes. In 1929, Freeman used 
sixty-eight cases to determine what factors tend to reduce the correla-
tiona between intelligence test ranks and college grades. Through inter-
views he found that the chief reason stated by the under-achievers, i.e. 
those in the upper thirty percent of the American Council on Education 
Psychological Test and achieved less than seventy-five percent in fresh-
men year courses, was lack of interest and poor study habits. The over-
achievers, felt their lack of success on the American Council on Educa-
tion Test yet high grades in freshmen year courses was due to the new-
ness of conditions and nervousness during the first days of school, and 
they attached no importance to the test when given since they had already 
been admitted to the college. 
41/ 
One of two studies in 1947 on the same topic was by Barow who 
used the College Inventory of Academic Adjustment and found that the stu-
!!Q/Freeman, Frank S., "Elusive Factors Tending to Reduce Correlations be-
tween Intelligence Test Ranks and College Grades," School and Society, 
(1929)29: 784-786 • 
.!!;!jBarow, Henry, "The Measurement of Academic Adjustment, 11 American Asso-
ciation of Collegiate Registrars Journal, (1947) 22: 274-286. 
dy skills part correlated with the Wrenn Study Habits Test at .71, and 
the mental health section correlated with the emotional scale of the Bell 
!!Y Adjustment Test at .74. Altus, at Santa Barbara College, constructed an 
adjustment test and study habits inventory which was given to one hundred 
and fifty-eight students of Elementary Psychology. The adjustment test, 
llith items related to food aversions, disgusts and activity preferences 
had a low correlation of .21 llith grades and -.30 with aptitude. When 
all three (adjustment, aptitude and gr-ades) lll!re combined the multiple 
coefficient of correlation was .76. 
Two years later at the New York State College of Agriculture, 
43/ 
Cornell University, Di vesta, Woodruff and Herter used the 1939 Johnson 
Science Application Test and an Orientation Inventory given to all fresh-
men in the first month of college. This inventory gave five-choice re-
sponses to questions on health, study, future plans and general attitude. 
Correlations of the Inventory with first term average and Ohio state 
Psychological Test scores lll!re both negative at -.22 and -.07 respect-
ively. However, 'llhen multiple correlations of the Ohio State and Inven-
tory lll!re computed the coiTelation was .41 and was raised to .60 by the 
!:!!!/ 
addition of the Johnson Science Application Test. Chahbazi used the 
same Cornell Inventory of thirty-two items in predicting achievement for 
!!,YAltus, William D., "Non-Intellective Factors and Gradesi Study Habits 
and Adjustment Tests," The American Psychologist, (1947 J #2,10: 415. 
~iVesta, F. J., Woodruff, A. D. and Hertel, J. P., "Motivation as a 
Predictor of College Success," Educational and Psychological Measure-
ment. (1949) 9: 339-348. 
!:!!!/Chahbazi, P., "Analysis of Cornell Orientation Inventory Items on Study 
Habits and Relative Value on Predicting College Achievement," Journal 
of Educational Research, (1957) 51: 117-127. 
24. 
eight hundred and thirteen entering as freshmen in 1951, 1952 and 1953, 
but achieved no significant results. Low correlation of -.257 between 
first term average and study habits score of the Inventory was found, and 
inter-correlations between this score and other predictor variables such 
as secondary school average, Cornell Math Test and Cooperative Science 
Test, was also low at -.10. 
45/ 
Krathwohr developed an Index of Industriousness for Math 
which he found increased the prediction of achievement in College Alga-
bra, particularly when the experimental group was divided on the basis of 
!!.§! 
aptitude. Brown, Holtzman and Farquehar also met with some success when 
they used the one hundred and two item Survey of Study Habits and Atti-
tudes on seventeen hundred and fifty-six men and eleven hundred and eight-
een women at ten different colleges. A validity coefficient with one sem-
eater grades for men averaged .42 and for women was .45. Correlations with 
the American Council on Education Psychological Test for half of the total 
group were low, however, ranging from .13 to .48 for men and .16 to .42 
for women. 
Several studies have been made attempting to compare the over-
achiever and the under-achiever on a variety of factors. Morgan~grouped 
achieving and non-achieving male sophomore students of high ability at 
~athwohl, William c., "Relative Contributions of Aptitude and Work 
Habits to Achievement in College Mathematics," Journal of Educational 
Psychology, (1953) 44: 140-148. 
l!,0'Brown, w. F., Holtzman, H., and Farquehar, W, G,, "The Survey of Study 
Habits and Attitudes; A New Instrument for the Prediction of Academic 
Success," Educational Psychological Measurement, (1954) 14: 726-728. 
!!1/Morgan, H. H., "A Psychometric Comparison of Achieving and Non-Achieving 
College Students of High Ability, 11 Journal of Consulting Psychology, 
(1952) 16: 292-298. 
the University of Minnesota on the basis of American Council on Education 
Psychological Test scores. After being given the Strong Vocational In-
terest Blank, Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory and Thematic 
Apperception Test, it was shown that the two groups did not differ in 
variety of interests but did show difference in patterns of interest. 
!&' 
Jenson also used the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory with 
four hundred and fifty-eight entering students at Brigham Young Univer-
sity and found that the trend for non-achieving students of low ability 
was to obtain higher scores on six out of eleven scales than achieving 
students of high ability. It appeared, Jenson concluded, that non-
achieving students of low ability deviate farther from the average than 
other groups as far as the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory 
is concerned. The general trend was for gifted achievers to express 
themselves as having fewer adjustment problems than other groups. 
!QI 
Kerns found in stud;ying over and under-achieving freshmen at 
the University of Illinois that under-achievers often attend college be-
cause of the influence of others or to get away from home. They are not 
sure what they want in the next four years, indicate annoyance with the 
academic aspects of college and derive greatest pleasures from their 
!&'Jenson, v. H., "Influence of Personality Traits on Academic Success," 
Personnel and Guidance Journal, (1958) 36: 497-500. 
!Q/Kerns, B. L., "A Study of Under-Achieving and Over-Achieving First 
Semester College Freshmen as Revealed by the Way in Which They View 
the College Situation and Themselves as College Students," Dissertation 
Abstracts, (1957) 17: 2500. 
26. 
?2/ 
social life. Deiner's study at the University of Arkansas was not so re-
vealing. Using the Brown-Holtzman Survey of Study Habits and Attitudes, 
Kuder Vocational Preference Record and the Edwards Personal Preference 
Schedule, he found that there were few appreciable differences between 
over and under-achievers in the characteristics studied, Some of these 
characteristics were number of hours spent studying, extra-curricular 
activities, work for pay and class attendance, He did find that over-
achieving students had better study habits and more personal order, and 
under-achieving males showed more vocational and artistic interest, 
Some Studies Employing Projective Techniques: 
2Jj 
The projective test, as described by Hutt, contains relatively 
unstructured situations or items which the subject is forced to intercept 
in his own unique manner and in the process of "Which he may expose to the 
examiner his needs, drives, and attitudes, Because of the qualities of 
this testing technique, it has been employed in studies on the prediction 
of academic success, 
2Y At San Francisco State College, McCandless administered the 
Rorschach Test to two groups of highly superior men enrolled in a Mari-
time Service Officers School. One of these groups had straight 'A' 
2Q/Diener, C. 1., "A Comparison of Over-Achieving and Under-Achieving Stu-
dents at the University of Arkansas," Dissertation Abstracts, (1957) 
17: 1692. 
2!/flutt, Max 1,, "Projective Techniques in Guidance," in Donahue, W,T., 
Coombs, C.H. and Travers, R,M,W., The Measurement of Student A 'ustment 
and Achievement, Ann Arbor: University o Michigan Press, 19 9. 
_2g/McCandless, Boyd, "The Rorschach as a Differential Predictor of Academic 
Success for Matched Groups of Highly Superior Men," The American Psy-
chologist, (1947) 2: 414. 
grades, while the second averaged low 1 C1s 1 and 'D's'• The individually 
administered Rorschach Tests showed no significant differences between 
the groups, although it appeared that the high grade-point men tended to 
show less fluidity and strength of emotion, and indicated more anxiety 
in some areas than low grade-point men. 
211 Thompson, however, achieved more success with the group Rors-
chach administered to one hundred and twenty-eight students at the Univer-
sity of California. Twenty of the fifty-two non-intellectual itans cor-
related .38 with grades, .o4 with aptitude and when the twenty items were 
combined with aptitude for grade prediction, the coefficient was .74. It 
was felt that the non-intellective Rorschach factors may be considered a 
partial index to motivation, if motivation is defined as the tendency to 
excel in grades when aptitude is held constant. 
2!±1 In a three-year study at Sarah Lawrence College, Monroe used 
the group Rorschach and made the analysis by a method called Inspection 
Rorschach which yielded a rating or adjustment based on a check list of 
items. The check list ideally permits the recording of any deviation 
from a wide normal range in respect to any of the materials commonly used 
in Rorschach diagnosis. Monroe found that neither the Inspection Rors-
chach or the American Council on Education Psychological Test was highly 
predictive alone, but the Rorschach was better for predicting failure and 
the American Council on Education test was better for predicting superior 
WThompson, Grace M., "Non-Intellective Factors and Grades: The Group 
Rorschach," The American Psychologist, (1947) 2: 415 • 
.2!!/Monroe, Ruth, "Academic Success and Personal Adjustment in College," 
American Council on Education Studies, Series I of Reports of Commit-
tees and Conferences, (1948) 12: 32. 
28. 
work. Combined, the measures were more effective. Students in the top 
half of the class on Rorschach adjustment ratings did substantially bet-
ter work as a group when American Council on Education scores were also 
favorable. The Rorschach correlated with grades at .49 while the American 
Council on Education test produced only .39 correlation with grades. 
22.1 Sopchak, in 1958, produced the results of his work at Adelphi 
22.1 'ill College which appeared to refute the work of Thompson and Monroe. The 
California Test of Mental }mturity, The American Council on Education 
Psychological Test and Harrower Multiple Choice Rorschach were given to 
three hundred and fifty-six entering students. It was found that the 
California Test and the American Council on Education Test correlated 
highl.y with each other at • 78 for reading and .55 on Language, and cor-
related substantially with high school grades at .45 and .38. However, 
the correlation between high school average and the Rorschach was only 
.o8. 
The use of two projective instruments, a picture stimulation 
2§./ 
test and a sound stimuli test was reported by Chahbazi whose purpose 
was to investigate the prediction of achievement in the New York State 
College of Agriculture at Cornell University. Four paper and pencil 
2.2/Sopchak, A. L., .2£:. ~ 
22./Thompson, Grace M., .2£:. E:h 
21JM.onroe, Ruth, 2.£:. ~ 
2§./Chahbazi, P., "Use of Projective Tests in Predicting College Achieve-
ment," Educational and Psychological Measurement, (1956) 16: 538-542. 
tests: Cooperative Reading, Cooperative Science, Cornell Math and Ohio 
State Psychological Test comprised part of the battery. other varia-
bles consisting of an orientation inventory and secondary school aver-
ages were the other variables combined to form a regression equation for 
the two experimental groups. The coefficient of multiple correlation 
using all eight predictors was .63 as compared to • .51 using only six 
predictor variables and excluding the two projective tests. 
While the reports of the findings on the use of projective 
tests appears to show only moderate success, and in some cases is felt 
to be not at all predictive of academic achievement, nevertheless pro-
jective tests when used in combination with other predictor variables 
tend to raise the correlations and thus provide a better predicting 
criterion. 
The Sentence Completion Test: 
A modification of the projective test which has been employed 
in the study of predicting academic achievement is the sentence com-
pletion test, in which the first few works of a sentence provide a stem 
for completion by the subject. As in other projective devices, it is 
assumed that the subject reflects his own ~shes, desires and attitudes 
in the sentences he composes, but this method differs in that the sub-
ject's production does not depend so much upon his interpretation of 
the standard stimulus as upon llhat he is able and w.i.lling to write under 
?21 
the test conditions. 
22/Rotter, J. B., and Anderson, H. H., and Anderson, G. L., An Introduc-
tion to Projective Techniques, New York: Prentice-Hall, 1951, P. 295. 
30. 
The design of this test is attributed to a German psychologist, 
Ebbinghaus, who in 1897, used it with other tests of arithmetic compu-
tation and memory span to investig-ate the mental capacity and reasoning 
§g/ 
ability of school children, While used in the United States early in 
§1./ ~ 
the twentieth century by Traube and Kelley with little success, it was 
~ 
adopted by Payne in 1928 and first used as a projective technique in 
~ 
the study of personality. In 1930, Tendler used a sentence completion 
test which he called "a test for Emotional Insight" which he gave to two 
hundred and fifty college girls for the purpose of eliciting free, non-
choice responses. Examples of the twenty items used are: "My hero is •• ", 
"I feel happy when •• ", "I worry over •• ". 
Approximately ten years elapsed before there was a renewal of 
interest in this form of testing. Although Lorge and Thorndik~/felt 
that the replies on a two hundred and forty item test seemed to reveal 
.§Q/Anastasi, Anne, Psychological Testing, New York; The Macmillan Company, 
1954, P• .598. 
§1./Traube, M. R., "Completion Test Scales," Contribution to Education 
Number 77, New Yorl<: Bureau of Publications, Teacher's College, 
Columbia University, 1917, pp 202-211. 
g/Kelley, T. L., "Individual Testing with Completion Test Exercises," 
Teacher's College Record Number 18, 1917, pp 371-382. 
§1/Payne, A. F. Sentence Completions, New York: New York Guidance Clinic, 
1928. 
§/Tendler, A, D., "A Preliminary Report on a Test for Emotional. Insight," 
Journal of Applied Psychology, (1930) 14: 122-136. 
§2/Lorge, Irving and Thorndike, E. L., "The Value of the Responses in a 
Completion Test as Indication of Personal. Traits," Journal of Applied 
PsychologY> (1941) 2.5: 191-199. 
.31. 
§/ 
little about a person's probable behavior, Rohde had more success. A 
revision in 19.39 of the Payne Sentence Completion Test to sixty-four 
items became the Rohde-Hildreth Sentence Completion Test which was ad-
ministered six years later as a measure of personality of six hundred 
and seventy ninth grade high school students, Murray's classifications 
including aggression, creativity, etc. provided the concept of behavior 
units and variables for interpretation and evaluation. Random samples 
of test papers of fifty boys and fifty girls were correlated with com-
bined ratings from teacher's judgments and the experimenter's interview 
with both students and parents, Correlation for girls was • 79 and for 
boys, .82, 
~ Shor used a Self-Idea Completion Test of fifty items in car-
rying out eighteen hundred clinical personality studies in five military 
installations during World War II, as part of the Air Forces Psychology 
Program. He felt it held promise as a technique because it could be 
modified to fit individual needs of each testing situation, and found it 
invaluable in understanding and interpreting personality. 
It was felt by the Army Air Forces Convalescent Hospitals that 
there was need for a screening test which would be readily given to large 
groups to evaluate adjustment in terms of psychological fitness, Rotter 
§§/ 
and Willerman devised a test of forty items based on an earlier test of 
§/Rohde, Amanda P., "Explorations in Personality by the Sentence Comple-
tion Method," Journal of Applied Psychology, (1946) 30: 169-181. 
~Shor, Joel, "Report of a Verbal Projective Technique," Journal of 
Clinical Psychology, (1946) 2: 279-282, 
.§!VR.otter, J. B, and Willerman, B,, "The Incomplete Sentences Test as a 
Method of Studying Personality," Journal of Consulting Psychology, 
(1947) 11: 4.3-48. 
Hutt, Shor, Holzberg and others, for the Army. These forty items were de-
signed to give more freedom of response than the original items. The hy-
pothesis that avoidance reaction, humorous or flippant remarks could be 
correlated with maladjustment was found to be not true. Tests were ad-
ministered to two hundred unselected patients in Air Force hospitals and 
scored on a scale of plus three (~3) for conflict responses to minus 
three (-3) for positive responses. A correlation of .61 was obtained with 
test scores and the judgment of psychologists as to the severity of dis-
turbance. Interscorer reliability of the test was a high .89. 
The use of a test developed for the Office of Strategic Services 
§2/ 
was used by Stein under the auspices of the Veteran's Administration. 
Stein felt that the sentence completion test had advantages over other 
projective types such as the Rorschach or Thematic Apperception Test be-
cause it did not require specific training for ana)¥sis and frequently 
yielded more information from unimaginative people than did the other 
tests. The test used by Stein had originally been developed by Murray 
J2./ 
and McKinnon in order to aid in predicting the usefulness of recruits 
to the Office of Strategic Services. One hundred stems were to be com-
pleted as rapidly as possible since the pressure of time was expected to 
elicit responses ordinarily repressed. Twelve areas of personality were 
covered in the stems: family, the past, drives, inner states, goals, 
pleasurable activities or objects, energy, reaction to frustration and 
22/Stein, Morris I., "The Use of a Sentence Completion Test for the 
Diagnosis of Personality," Journal o:f Clinical Psychology, (1947) 
3: 47-56. 
1Q/ "Assessment of Men," Selection of Personnel for the 
Office of Strategic Services, New York: Rinehart & Company, Inc., 1948. 
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failures, time perspective, optimism and pessimism, reaction to others 
and reaction of others. The test was given in two parts to reduce fatigue 
and boredom, and allow for a change of mental set. All sentence begin-
nings referred either to the subjects - "I admire •• ", or to another per-
son - "Charlie is happiest when •• " Interpretations, rather than scores, 
were ascertained on the basis of two hypotheses: 1) the rarer the re-
sponse in comparison with responses given by other subject to the same 
item the more significant it was, and 2) the more frequently a response 
is given to different items by any one subject the more significant it 
was felt to be. 
']]} 
Hadley and Kennedy used the test designed by Murray and Mc-
Kinnon in order to identify factors which might alter predictive devices 
and determine whether those factors would also discriminate between a-
chievers and non-achievers of the same level of ability. High and low 
achiever groups totaling one hundred and fifty-seven students were se-
lected on the basis of percentile rankings on the American Council on 
Education Psychological Test. The conclusions were drawn that conflict 
as indicated on the test held certain relationships to achievement, since 
the mean score on the sentence completion test of high achiever, matched 
on the American Council on Education Test, was 7.21 and when matched ac-
cording to English Placement scores was 7.68. For the low group corres-
ponding mean scores were .96 and 1.09. 
l!JHadley, John M. and Kennedy, Vera M., "A Comparison between Perform-
ance on a Sentence Completion Test and Academic Success," Educational 
and Psychological Measurement, (1949) 9: 649-670. 
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Wilson- conducted a small study to determine the use of a forty 
item sentence completion test in differentiating between adjusted and mal-
adjusted secondary school pupils. Thirteen of the items showed the great-
est difference, of which seven were directly relsted to school and six 
were general items but were often applied by the Student to school situ-
ation. 'The •adjusted• and 1 maladjusted 1 pupils had been previously selec-
ted according to their adjustment to the total situation. 
111 
Campbell, in 1950, reported on a variation of the sentence 
completion technique Which was used to study personality and prejudice 
among school children. 'The stems used avoided all mention of minority 
groups but provided stereotyped statements which could be canpleted with 
names of various minority groups. An example muld be, "Are there some 
people who are mean? What people?". About one-third of the children 
mentioned a minority group in answer to the stems. Corrected reliability 
was .6 to .8 and correlated at .5 with a highly reliable test which was 
JY 
more direct. Kimball, in studying scholastic under-achievement of ado-
lescent boys, used a sentence completion test of fifty items phrased 
w 
mainly in the third person. This was done on the basis of Sacks • find-
ings that phrases in the third person elicited a larger proportion of 
~ilson, Isabel, "The Use of a Sentence Completion Test in Differen-
tiating between Well-Adjusted and Maladjusted Secondary School Pupils, n 
Journal of Consulting Psychology (1949) 13: 4oo-402. 
12/Campbell, D. T., "The Indirect Assessment of Social Attitudes," Psy-
chological Bulletin (1950) 47: 15-38. 
~ball, B., "Sentence Completion Techni~e in a Study of Scholastic 
Underachievement," Journal of Consulting Psychology, (1952) 16: 353-358. 
75/Sacks, J. M., "The Relative Effect Upon Projective Responses of Stimuli 
Referring to the Subject and of Stimuli Referring to Other Persons," 
Journal of Consulting Psychology, (1949) 13: 12-20. 
responses negative to fathers and superiors. It was found that forty-
seven percent of the under-achieving group showed aggression in the test 
items designed to give such information, as opposed to thirteen percent 
of the control group. 
J.Y Lindgren's study, while inconclusive, used a "Non-directive 
Opinionnaire" which was found to be valuable in providing insight into 
the feelings of students regarding 11 0pinionnaire" than on a regular 
questionnaire. Howa~ also found the incomplete sentences method 
fruitful in evaluating student attitudes, and noted that the responses 
were not affected by class position. 
1Y 
In 1953, Hanfman and Getzels used twelve Negro and fifteen 
white high school girls in determining the extent to which material from 
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deeper and from more superficial levels is evoked. Thirty-six items, all 
using a proper name, i.e. "Gloria was happiest when" revealed that for 
seventy percent of the subjects the sentence completed might be true of 
themselves. 
'111 
The Forer Sentence Completion Test was used by Meyer and Tol-
man in a study to determine the relationship between parental attitudes 
1§/Lindgren, H, c., "The Incomplete Sentences Test as a means of Course 
Evaluation," Educational and Psychological Measurement, (1952) 12: 217. 
11/Howard, A, R,, "Sentence Completion as an Attitudinal Measure," Joumal 
of Educational Research, (1956) 50: 297-305. 
lQ/Hanfman, E, and Getzels, J. w., "Studies of the Sentence Completion 
Test," Journal of Projective Techniques, (1953) 17: 280-294. 
'JJ./l>Ieyer 1 M, M. and Tolman, R. S. • "Parental Figures in Sentence Comple-
tion Test, in TAT and in Therapeutic Interviews," Journal of Consult-
ing PsycholOSYJ (1955) 19: 170. 
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and images expressed to the Thematic Apperception Test cards and in psy-
chotherapy. The results suggest that the kind of attitudes and images of 
parents given in the sentence completion test furnish no basis of pre-
diction of those found in either Thematic Apperception Test stories or in 
therapy sessions. It was concluded that the sentence completion test may 
reveal different attitudes. QQ./ 
Copple designed a sixty item completion test to measure 11 ef-
fective intelligence". Three levels with overlapping items made the test 
useful from age five through adulthood. Scoring standards were different 
for each level. Copple felt that responses to such items as "A piece of 
string •• " would elicit a response that would indicate the level of the 
child's intelligence. For example, the response 11 ••• can be used to make 
a bow and arrow" would be more indicative of effective intelligence than 
the response 11 ••• is long". Median inters corer reliability was .97 and 
the test compared favorably with the Binet-Goodenough mental ages in cor-
relation with chronological age. It was also useful in predicting Sta:-
ford Achievement Test scores. 
The sentence completion test as revealing children's attitudes §11 
and Tseng toward peers and parents, was the subject of a study by Harris 
on three thousand children between grades three and twelve in a rural 
.§.2/Copple, George E., "Effective Intelligence as Measured by an Unstruc-
tured Sentence Completion Technique," Journal of Consulting Psychology, 
(1956) 20: 357-360. 
§Y'Harris, D. E. and Tseng, s. c., "Children's Attitude tov.-ard Peers and 
Parents Revealed by Sentence Completion," Child Development, (1957) 
28: 401-411. 
Minnesota town. The test of thirty-two items was one of twelve instru-
ments used to assess general achievement. The stems designed to evoke 
attitudes toward peers and parents were "Most boys •• " 1 "Host girls •• " 1 
"My father •• " and "My mother •• •. It was found that boys and girls are 
predominately favorable to their peers and at every age positive atti-
tudes toward sex-peers exceed those to opposites. Boys in high school 
show a slight rise in positive attitudes toward each parent and girls 
show a more pronounced increase in attitude tovmrd their father than 
toward their mother in the same years. 
37. 
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The G.I.J.more Sentence Completion Test 
'fhe in&trument used in the present s~ was developed by §2./ 
G.l.llmore in connection wi.th his work as clinical psychologist at the 
Hassachusetts Institute o:r !'eahnoloo. It was :found that: J1111.D7 o:f the 
problema:. o:f the student body hal origin in the early home relationship .0 
Even though the correlation bet1188n :first term gradea and a combination 
of :four predictor variables used; b;y the Admissions Qf':fice of the 
Massachusetts Institute of Teahnoloo is, .OSO• it ia: ctilll f-elt that: 
much error in prediction of succellll is prevalent.o 
A small project walt carried out in which twent:r high achie-
ing students with a high Ctlllllll&Uve rating of 5.0f1 were given a battery 
of 1esta incduding the Vechsler-l!ellevue, Cooperative English Test, 02;. 
Ohio· State Psychological Test and Ender Preference Record.o ln addition, 
to studJ' peraonali t:r and emotional adjustment, the studentir were given 
the G.l.lmore Sentence Completion Test, certain cards, o:r the Themati~ 
Apperception Test, Draw...A.-Person !rest and a Health Record. Fifteen of 
the twenty students were compared with fifteen marginal students. The 
difference&. between the two group• on the battery to diagnose emotional 
adjustment and defense mechanism• encouraged further research. 
As a second step, the groups were increased to thirt:r-f'ive 
'1:17 lowering the cumulative rating for high achieving students to 4.o, 
and including in the low achieving group these students with a rating of 
W Gilmore, John v., •A llew Venture in The Testing of' Jfotivation•, 
The Col1em l!Oard Reyiew,; College Entrance E::mm :Board, llew York, 
November, 195l,pp 221-226.0 
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2.65 and below. Item analysis of the l)O questions showed that thirty-
seven of the items differentiated the groups, and ninety-three did not. 
Scoring o! the items was done on a scale of plus two to minlllt two. Those 
items which were not significant in ditrerentiating between the high and 
low achieving students were eliminated. 
Anal;rsis of the data showed that the high achieving student is 
characterized by a happy relationship with !ather and mother, is indepen-
dent and active. He is more interested in others, rather than billlselt, 
has a sense o! direction and farsightedness, is more definite and mature. 
The low achieving student was found to have a poor relation-
ship with both !ather and mother • is dependent, interested in himself 
primarily, is anxious and less mature. He otten shows infantile charac-
teristics, and his answers are vague, abstract and tend to be negative. 
Some time after the initial work was done, a revised form ot 
the original sentence completion test, consisting of forty items, was 
w 
given to twelve hundred students, some of whom attended the Jlassachu-
setts Institute ot Technology. The others in the group were !rom a New 
England liberal arts college, for women. These twelve hundred students 
were given as well, a check-list of eighty-six multiple forced-choice 
items and a Health Inventory. Responses to the Sentence Completion Test 
were categorized on the basis o! content or use of identical words, and 
.ruv 
were weighted by the Bryan formula. The weights were established on 
the responses ot the experimental group, and later, the tests of both 
W Gilmore, John V. An Unpublished stwiy. 
~ Bryan, Joseph G. )(assachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, 
Jlassachusetts. 
the e:xperimental and control groups were scored on that basis. The 
correlation resulting between the experimental group test scores and 
first term grades was .68, and the correlation between the control 
group and first terms grades was .$4. 
The hypothesis originally held by Gilmore that motivation 
for academic achievement is associated with a positive relationship 
with one or both parents was substantiated by correlation of the sUb-
scores of 'parent-items' in the Sentence Completion test with first 
40 
term grades. In the eJq>erimental group this was .$4 and for the control 
group was .40. 
1 comparison of the Sentence Completion Test was made with the 
Predictive Rating Scale of the Jlassachuaetts Institute of Technology, 
which includes the variables of high school rank, principal's recflllllllen-
dation, high school grades in English, Jlath and Physics, and scores on 
the Scholastic Aptitude Test of the College Entrance EDmination Board. 
The correlation between the Sentence Completion Test and first term 
grades proved to be higher than those obtained from the Predictive 
Rating Scale and first term grades. When combined with the Predictive 
Rating Scale, the Sentence Completion Test produced a significantly 
higher correlation with first term grades than when uaed alone. 
TABLE l 
Correlations Achieved in Gilmore t s Study on Freshmen Stu-
dents at The ){assachusetts Institute of Teclmology, Involv-
ing First Term Grades llith The University Predictive Rating 
Scale And The Gilmore Sentence Completion Test; Multiple 
Correlation Combining The Gilmore Sentence Completion Test 
And University Predictive Rating nth First Term Grades. 
Group No. Univ. Pred. Gilmore Sent. GSCT1 Univ. 
Rating & Comp. Test & Pred. Rating 
lstterm lst term gra- & lst term 
grades des grades 
EJ!per. 291 .so .68 .74 
Control 293 .Sl .S4 .62 
Three unpublished studies have been done at Boston University 
~ 
using the Gilmore Sentence Completion Test. The first, by Smith, involved 
three hundred and two nursing students at the Boston University School of 
Nursing. A correlation of .76 was obtained between the Sentence Com-
pletion Test and first semester grades !or the validating group and .58 
§§! 
!or the cross-validating group. Siniapkints study was carried out on 
one hundred and fifteen nursing students in three Boston area schools 
of nursing, in 1958. Here a correlation of .68 was achieved between 
the Sentence Completion Test and first term grades. Five of the test 
items designated as •family items•, such as 00ne•s Parents •• •, n •• !ather •• n, 
~ Smith, Geraldine K. Unpublished Jlaster• s Thesis. 21!.:. .2!h 
§.§,/ Siniapkin, S.N. Unpublished Jlaster•s Thesis. 21!.:. .E:h 
• • .mother •• •, were correlated at .39 With first term grades, and a 
second correlation of .43 was achieTed between first term grades and 
six 'J.eTel of aspiration items, such as "I am determined •• ", "I think 
~ future •• ", etc. 
. !!./ 
The third study, by Tribou, Ya8 done at a girls' private 
junior college. The correlation obtained between the validating group 
and first term grades here waB reported at • 75 and .53 for the cross-
validating group. llultiple correlations between the Sentence Comple-
tion Test, combined with high school average, American Council on 
Education Psychological Test total scores, Cooperative English C2 test 
score, the otis Quick-Scoring Test of llental Ability and first term 
grades indicated an increase in prediction throughout. 
!!./ Tribou, Virginia L. Unpublished llaster•s Thesis. .QE.:. ~ 
CHAPTER III 
METHODS AND PROCEDURES 
The Sample 
The group which constituted the sample for the present study 
was the senior class of Rome Free Academy, a public high school in 
Rome, !!lew York. .A.ll those seniors present for the first period of 
class on Monday, December 15, 1956, were administered the Gilmore Sen-
tence Completion Test. The total number taking the test was three 
hliildred and eight;r-five. However, upon review of the data for each 
student, it was found that complete information was not available on 
ninety students who had taken the test. The sample was thus reduced 
to two hundred and ninet;r-tive. 
Distributions of the sample group were plotted for intelli-
gence quotients, based on the Pintner General Abilities Test, and 
average of grades for three years. Both distributions show a normal 
spread. The mean for grade averages ... as 79.06 percent, With a range 
of 96 percent to 64 percent and a standard deviation of 5.92. The 
range for intelligence quotients was 156 to 66. The largest frequency 
obtained was in the range llO to 114, which included l3 percent of the 
sample group. .A. total of ons hundred and nineteen students, or 40 
percent of the sample group had intelligence quotients of 110 or above. 
Tables 2 and J show the range and frequencies in the distri-
bution of grade averages, and the range and distribution of intelligence 
quotients for the total group, and subdivided for boys and girls. 
TABLE 2 
Range And Frequencies o:f Grade Average Distribution 
Grade Frequency 
95- 97 1 
92- 94 ll 
89- 91 l4 
86- 88 lB 
83- 85 34 
80 - 82 47 
77- 79 59 
74- 76 67 
71- 73 4l 
68- 70 6 
65 - 67 1 
62 - 64 1 
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TABLE 3 
Range And Distribution of Intelligence Quotients for 
Total Group, And Subdivided for Boys and Girls. 
I.Q. Total Boys Girls 
JS5 - JS9 l 1 0 
JSa- JS4 1 1 0 
1!6 - 1.49 0 0 0 
140- 144 2 1 1 
135 - 139 5 3 2 
130 - 134 9 6 3 
125 - 129 12 4 8 
120- 124 26 12 14 
llS - 119 17 12 5 
110- 114 46 23 23 
105 - 109 43 18 25 
100 - 104 41 24 17 
95- 99 29 17 12 
90- 94 25 lS 10 
85 - 89 20 9 11 
80- 84 8 6 2 
75- 79 6 4 2 
70- 74 2 1 1 
65- 69 2 1 1 
Administration of The Tests 
Since the sample group was large and lack of space prohibited 
uniform testing conditions, the Gilmore Sentence Completion Test was 
administered to the sample group in the thirteen senior homerooms by 
each homeroom teacher. A sheet of instructions !or both students and 
teachers who wen administering the test, accompanied each group of 
test papers. 
An announcement was made by the principal of the school on 
the class day previous to the test, Friday, December 121 19$81 explain-
ing briefly the purpose of the test. Aside !rom the instructions 
printed on the first sheet of the test, no other information was given. 
The amount of time given for the teat was changed, with the 
permission of the author, to thirty minutes, since that was the time 
regularly scheduled by the school !or that period. 
The other variables to be considered for the sample were 
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the Pintner General Abilities Test and the Differential Aptitude Teat, 
which had been administered to the group as part of the general test-
ing program of the Rome Public Schools. 
Designation of Achiever Groups 
A grade average !or each student was obtained on the basis 
of ninth, tenth and eleventh grade English, ninth grade Social Studies, 
World History and General Science. All of these subjects are required 
by the State of New York for graduation with a •High School Diploma.• 
A school mark of 10 percent must be achieved in order to receive credit. 
The three achiever groups of high, average and low were 
selected using the twenty-fifth and seventy-fifth percentiles as 
points of designation. Table 4 shows the number of students in each 
achiever group, and range of grades for each achiever group. 
TABLE 4 
Number of Students in Each Achiever Group, 
And Range of Grades for Each Achiever Group. 
High 
Average 
Number 
67 
1.83 
16 
Validating And Cross-Validating Groups 
Range of 
Grades 
84- 96 
74 - 83 
64 - 73 
A validating group of one hundred and forty-nine students 
and a cross-validating group of one hundred and forty-six students 
was formed from the three achiever groups. Table 5 shows the range 
and distribution of grade averages !or both the validating and 
cross-validating groups. 
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Grade 
95- 91 
92- 94 
89- 91 
86- 88 
83- 85 
80 - 82 
77- 79 
74 - 76 
71- 73 
68- 70 
65- 67 
62 - 64 
TABLE 5 
Range And Frequencies for Distribution ot 
Average Grades for Validating And Cross-Validating 
Groupe 
Validating Cross-Validating 
1 0 
7 4 
8 6 
7 11 
17 18 
24 24 
30 29 
30 33 
19 20 
3 2 
1 0 
0 1 
The range of grades for the cross-validating group was 
from 94 percent to 65 percent with a mean of 19.35 and standard 
deviation of 5.98. The validating group had a range of 96 percent 
to 6q percent and a mean of 19.19. The standard deviation for the 
validating group was 6.03. 
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Categorizing of Responses 
Uter designation o£ the validating and cross-validating 
groups 1 the responses to each item of the forty-item Gil.Jnore Sentence 
Completion Test, in the validating group, were combined. Each response 
to an item was carefully evaluated for content and word usage. Those 
responses expressing similar content or use of words were· considered 
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a 'category' for that particular item. .1n average of fourteen categories 
was found for each of the forty items, although not all of these cate-
gories proved to be statistically significant. 
Significant Categories 
A category was termed significant under two conditions. First, 
a linear increase or decrease in the percentage value of responses. 
This linearity may have been from the high-achiever group, through the 
average-achiever group to the low group, or the reverse, With the 
highest percentage value found in the low-achiever group and the per-
centage decreasing through the average-achiever group to the high group. 
The second condition under which a category was termed significant was 
when the percentage value of the average-achiever group exceeded by 
five percent the value of the high achiever group, as well as exceeding 
the low-achiever group. A value of zero was given to such categories. 
In order to determine which of the categories would have statis-
tical significance, it was first necessary to assign a percentage value 
to each set of high-achiever, average-achiever and low-achiever responses 
• 
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within a category. This was done by the folloWing method: 
Percentage Value = Number o:r responses of achiever group in a category 
Total number in achiever group 
To illustrate, Item 6 o:r the Gilmore Sentence Completion Test 
reads: "The most important thing to me •• ". It was :round that only 
one of the high-achiever group responded to this item by referring to 
:tinishing high school or getting a job. However, twenty-four average-
achievers and seven l01f-achievers made a reply to the item referring 
to the same thing. The percentage value :tor the high-achiever group 
was computed by the above method: one response in the high-achiever 
group was 03 per cent o:r the total o:r thirty-:tour in that group; twenty-
:tour responses in the average-achiever group resulted in 26 percent o:r 
the total ninety-one in that group, and similarly seven responses in the 
l01f-achiever group was 29 percent o:r the total of twenty-four in that 
group. 
The linearity of' Item 6, previously discussed, is shOlfn thus: 
#6. The most important thing to me: 
References to finishing high school or getting a job: 
High Average L01f 
Number l 24 7 
Percent 03 26 29 
Linearity l01f middle high 
This category :tulfills the first requirement for linear increase in per-
centage value from the high-achiever value of .OJ percent to the low-
achiever value of 29 percent. 
Each category Which showed a linear increase or decrease was y 
then assigned a numerical weight, computed by the Bl78n Formula, or 
Weighting Technique, 
The formula is as follons 
Standard Deviation (5) = 
Quantity (K) : 
Weight 
= 
3(P2) - (P)2 
Pl- PJ 
s 
K(Pl- ~) 
Pl = highest percentage of responses in a category 
P2 ,. percentage in average-achiever group 
PJ • lowest percentage of responses in a category 
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1n e:xample of the formula in practice, using the percentages :from Item 6: 
Pl- 29 
P2 : 26 
PJ,. OJ 
p =58 
( P)2 JJ64 
(Pl)2 : 841 (P2)2 • 676 
(PJ)2 : 9 
(P)2 
- 1526 
- _J 
~ 
-~ 
s = 1214 = J4,842 
K: 29 - J • ,746 
W 01 o 746 X 26 : l9oJ96 
Weight ,. -19 (Item 6) 
The weight ::for responses referring to :finishing high school or getting 
a job in Item 6 of the Sentence Completion Test was therefore -19. 
The achievement group with the highest percentage became 
Pl in the formula, and the achievement group with the lowest percen-
tage became PJ. The percentage for the avarage-achieTer group was 
y Bl78n1 Joseph G, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 
Cambridge, llass. 
Boston UniversitY 
School of Education 
Library 
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always P2. When the highest percentage (Pl) was in the high-achiever 
group, the value of the weight became a (,l) plus, and when the highest 
percentage was in the low-achienr group, as in the case of Item 6, the 
weight became a (-) minus. 
Development of The Scoring Key 
After a weight had been computed for each significant cate-
gory, a scoring key was developed to facilitate the scoring process. 
Each of the forty items was listed with the appropriate weights and 
significant responses were used to illustrate the corresponding senti-
ments or thoughts. The scoring key appears as Appendix B at the end 
of this text. 
Each category receiving a weight was introduced by the 
phrase "References to" to indicate the thought content. Specific 
responses were often used to illustrate further the type of answers 
which would receive a weight. Categories not illustrated were felt 
to be self-explanatory. Responses to the test which showed no similarity 
to the scoring key received no weight. 
A zero weight represented those responses most characteristic 
of the average-achiever group. As previously stated, in order for a 
category to have been assigned a zero weight, the percentage value of 
the average-achiever group must be greater by five percentage points 
than both the high-achiever group and the low-achiever group. 
In several instances it was found that a significant number 
S3 
of students failed to give an arunrer to certain of the test items. 
After ascertaining the appropriate percentages for each achiever group, 
some of the test items to which no response had been given showed the 
necessary linearity and thus received a weight. Those items are desig-
nated in the scoring key by the phrase "lfo Response" and the correspond-
ing weight is given. This weight ma:y fall in any of the three achiever 
groups. 
Scoring of The Tests 
Each test, first in the validating group and later in the 
cross-validating group was individually reviewed by reference to the 
scoring key to ascertain the appropriate weights. A final score was 
derived for each test by the following method: employing algebraic 
addition: the number of positive (,£) weights less the number of 
negative (-) weights, divided by the total number of scorable answers. 
A zero weight was considered a scorable answer and was therefore 
included in the total number of answers. 
The range and distribution of Sentence Completion Test 
scores, for both the validating and cross-validating groups are 
shown in Table 6. 
TABLE 6 
Range And Distribution of Sentence Completion Test 
Scores for The Validating And Cross-Validating Groups 
Score 
-10.3 to 
- 9.2 to 
- 8.1 to 
- 7.0 to 
- 5.9 to 
- 4.8 to 
- 3. 7 to 
- 2.6 to 
- 1.5 to 
- 0.4 to 
;. o.6 to 
;. 1. 7 to 
f. 2.8 to 
f. 3.9 to 
f. 5.0 to 
;. 6.1 to 
f. 1.2 to 
;. 6.3 to 
f. 9.4 to 
-9.3 
-8.2 
-7.1 
-6.0 
-4.9 
-3.6 
-2.7 
-1.6 
-0.5 
/-0.5 
1.6 
2.7 
3.8 
4.9 
6.0 
7.1 
8.2 
9.3 
10.4 
Validating 
1 
4 
4 
7 
7 
9 
16 
17 
12 
14 
10 
16 
7 
5 
ll 
3 
4 
1 
1 
Cross-Validating 
0 
0 
0 
3 
7 
9 
18 
20 
20 
15 
12 
12 
lol 
l3 
2 
2 
0 
0 
0 
The range of scores in the validating group was from f. 9.6 
to -10.3 and for the cross-validating group, from f. 1.0 to - 6.3 • 
.l second method of scoring was applied to the validating 
group after the initial work was done. This method was based on the 
hypothesis that those items which had the widest range of positive and 
negative weights would be as predictive as the entire forty-item test. 
Eleven items were found to be highly differentiating, with a range of 
weight discrepancy between the highest positive weight and the lowest 
negative weight, of 42 to 27. 
The results of one half of the sample scored by this method 
showed no significant change from the results of the original scoring 
method, and was therefore not included in the data for correlations. 
It was felt by the writer, however, that further investigation of this 
method might prove to be valuable. 
Data for Correlations 
The scores achieved by each student on the Sentence Completion 
Test were recorded, together with the other variables to be used in the 
final correlations. These variables were the scores on the Pintner 
General Abilities Test and six subscores of the Differential Aptitude 
Test: Verbal, Numerical, Abstract, Spatial, Mechanical, and Clerical. 
In addition, the grade average was included for each student, based on 
six subjects required by the State of New York for high-school gradua-
tion. All the data, with the exception of the Sentence Completion 
Test scores, was made available through the courtesy of the school 
officials at Rome Free Acad&mT• 
CorrelatioDB 
All data were compiled aDd tabulated by machine at the 
Computation Laboratory or Boston University. Simple correla-
tions were computed between each variable aDd the other eight re-
uJ.ni:ag variables. These correlations were obtained on the validat-
i:ag group, the croas-validati:ag group, boys in the sample group, 
girls in the sample group aDd the total group. y 
Jlul.t.iple correlations were computed tor the total group to 
shOII' the degree to which the values or one variable may be pre-
dicted from the knCJim values or tli'O other variables. In this 
instance, scores on the Gilmore S eut.ence Completion Test were 
cOIIbiDBd with each or the other coetticieut.s aDd correlated with 
the grade average to deteZ'IIIiDB whether the predictive value or 
data would be increased by the addition of the Gillllore Seut.ence 
Completion Test. 
J/ Partial correlations were computed to describe the correl-
ation ot two variables when a third is held oolllltaut.. 'lhe 
effect or the third variable, by this IISthod, is consequeut.]Jr 
111!111 tied aDd the result ShOll's the aaouut. or pure relationship 
between the first two variables. 1be factor to be nullified by 
this procedure W&ll the presence or motivation, that element or 
achievement which the Gilmore Sentence COmpletion Test attempts. 
to measure. In this stud7 the Gilmore Sentence Completion Test 
and the grade average were correlated, with the variables of the 
Pintner General Abilities score, and the Verbal, Numerical and 
Abstract scores of the Differential Aptitude Test nullified. 
2/' The formula used in computing the 11111ltiple correlations was: 
R I•A3 = ~'-
tr ... 
I 
Vert, .r., Neidt,c.~ and Ahmann, J.s., Statistical M9thods in 
Ed.ucation Md Psyqholorlcal Research· New York: Appleton-
CenturT..Croft, Inc•, 1954, p.252'. 
J} The formula used in computing the partial correlations wan 
..,; I- '"•l #. :; I - ,-&_;,1 
S7 
Walker, H.M. and Lev, .r., ElsPIInte.rr StatistiMl Method8, New York:· 
Henry Holt and Comp~, 1958, p. 171. 
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RESULTS AND INTERPRETATIONS 
The purpose of the study as stated in Chapter I, was to determine 
the value of the Gilmore Sentence Completion Test as a predictive instru-
ment in relation to the academic achievement of a group of high school sen-
iors, by comparison with other test data. It was also part of the study to 
determine whether the Gilmore Sentence Completion Test, in combination with 
the other test data, would be more predictive than any of the predictor 
variables used alone. 
Results of Statistical Calculations 
Simple correlations were computed first between one variable de-
signated as a criterion and each of the other variables. By this method 
each of the eight variables was correlated with the grade average to shaw 
the relationship between that variable and academic achievement as deter-
Y 
mined by the grade average. The results of the machine computations of the 
relationship between grade average and the other test data, for five gr:oup-
ings of the sample, are sh011t1 in Table 7. 
y This average was based on three years work in six high school subjects: 
Social studies, General Science, World History and three years of Eng-
lish. 
) 
GROUP B· 
Boys 157 
Girls 138 
Vall-
dating 149 
Cross 
Vali-
dating 146 
Total 295 
) 
S9< 
TABLE 7 
Correlations and Levels of significance between Pintner General Abilities Test, Gilmore Sentence 
Conpletion Test, the Verbal, Numberioal, Abstract, ~:patial, Mechanical Clerical Scores of the 
Differential Aptitude Test, and Grade Average for Five Groupings of the Senior Class of Rome 
Free Acadmey-. 
Pintner GiJ.lllore Differential Aptitude Test: 
Gen.Abilities Sent.Comp. Verbal Numerical Abstract 
Test & Grade Test & Grade & Grade & Grade & Grade 
Average Average Average Average Average 
r sig r sig r sig r sig r sig 
.63 .01 .56 .01 .64 .01 .49 .01 .45 .01 
.67 .01 .67 .01 .71 .01 .57 .01 .48 .01 
.65 .01 .77 .01 .69 .01 .54 .01 .48 .01 
.65 .01 .45 .01 .66 .01 .46 .01 .40 .01 
.64 .01 .63 .01 .66 .01 .50 .01 .44 .01 
Spatial Mechanical 
& Grade & Grade 
Average Average 
r sig r sig 
.43 .01 .28 .01 
.39 .01 .35 .01 
.33 .01 .25 .01 
.42 .01 .15 .01 
.38 .01 .20 .01 
Clerical 
& Grade 
Average 
r 
.32 
.12 
.23 
.22 
.22 
sig 
.01 
.05 
.01 
.01 
.01 
I.A 
'4 
For the validating group a correlation of • 77 was found between 
the grade average and the Gilmore Sentence Completion Test, and .45 for 
the cross-validating group. The girls of the sample had a higher correl-
ation of .67 than did the boys Whose grade average and Gilmore Sentence 
Completion Test correlation was .56. The total group showed a correlation 
of .63 between grade average and the measuring instrument. 
The Pintner General Abilities Test and grade averages correlated 
at .63 for boys and .67 for girls. The validating and cross-validating 
groups both correlated at .65, "While for the total group the correlation 
between the intelligence test score and grade average was .64. 
Correlations were calculated on each subscore of the Differen-
tial Aptitude Test and are reported in Table 7. Three of these subscores, 
the Spatial, Mechanical and Clerical are reported but did not appear to be 
substantial for this study. No further computations were made involving 
these three subscores. 
The Verbal score of the Differential Aptitude Test correlated 
with grade average at o69 for the validating group and .66 for the cross-
validating group. The girls again surpassed the boys with a correlation 
of o71 as opposed to .64. For the total group the correlation was .66. 
On the correlations between the Numerical score and grade aver-
age, the validating group showed .54 and the cross-validating group .46. 
The boys were lower by .o8 than the girls, vdth a coefficient of .49, 
whereas the girls achieved .57. The total group correlated on this sub-
score at .50. 
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Comparing the Abstract score with grade average showed that a 
high of .48 was achieved by the validating group and a low of .40 for the 
cross-validating group. The girls correlated at .48 also, but the boys 
dropped to .45. The total group showed a .44 relationship. 
Over-all comparisons showed that in almost every case the cor-
relations of the girls in the sample were higher than the boys. However, 
because of insufficient data regarding sex differential on the other test 
data, no further calculations were made between the boys and girls of the 
sample group. The validating group, in general, showed higher correl-
ations than did the cross-validating group, with the highest correlation 
being that found between the grade average and the Gilmore Sentence Com-
pletion Test. The next highest correlation for the validating group was 
the Verbal score of the Differential Aptitude Test with grade average. 
Subsequent calculations were made on the correlations achieved by the to-
tal ·group, since it was felt this would give more accurate predictions 
from the test data. 
All correlations in Table 7 were significant at the one percent 
level of confidence, with one exception. This was the correlation for 
girls between grade average and Clerical score on the Differential Aptitude 
Test which was significant at the five percent level of confidence. 
Comparisons, as shown in Table B, were also made between the 
Pintner General Abilities Test and each of the other variables, to deter-
mine the relationship of ability to each of these scores. As might be ex-
pected, the Verbal score of the Differential Aptitude Test correlated high-
est at • 74, followed by the grade average at .G.!. The Gilmore Sentence 
Completion Test showed correlations ranging from .41 to .56. Since the 
purpose of the test is to identify the non-intellectual aspects of achieve-
ment, these correlations were felt to be substantial. Table 8 shows the 
relationship of the Pintner General Abilities score to each of the test 
variables. All correlations were significant at the one percent level of 
confidence. 
,) ) ] 
!l!lBDl a 
Correlations and Levels of Significance :Between Grade Average, Gilmore Sentence Completion Test, 
Verbal, Numerical, Abstract, Spatial, Mechanical and Clerical Scores of the Differential 
Aptitude Teat and the P1ntner General Abilities Test for l'ive Groupings of the Senior Clan, 
at R!!me Free AcademY 
Grade Average Gilmore Sent. Differential Aptitude Test Scores and 
& Pintner Gen. Comp. Test & Plntner General Abilities Test 
Abilities Test Pintner Gen. 
GROUP Al!~Ut2,es Test V1rll!:~ Numerisal Abstract 1m!!:UaJ. MJchan~ cal Cl§r~cal 
r sig r sig r Big r sig r Big r Big r Big r Big 
Bo71J .63 .01 .52 .01 9.77 9.01 .65 0.01 o.63 .o1 o.48 .;01 .41 .;01 .28 9.01 
Girls .67 .01 .;so .o1 .;71 .ol .61 .;01 .56 .o1 .51 .o1 .34 eOl .17 9.01 
Vali-
dating •. 65 .01 .56 .;01 0.74 oOl 0.70 .o1 •61 .o1 .so •01 o.41 oOl .24 o,Ol 
Cross. 
Vali-
dating .65 .o1 .41 .o1 .75 .o1 0.55 .o1 .;56 .;01 .48 9.01 9.21 .;01 .;19 .o1 
Total .64 .. ol .so 9.01 a74 .;01 .;63 .o1 .59 .;Ol <.47 .;01 o.32 .;01 .;21 .ol 
e; 
,., 
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The correlation achieved between the Gilmore Sentence Completion 
Test and Grade Average for the total group was .63 which indicated a sub-
stantial relationship. To determine the extend of the predictive quali-
ties of the Gilmore Sentence Completion Test When added to the other test 
data, muJ.tiple correlations were computed between the experimental instru-
ment, four of the other predicting variables, and grade average. The re-
suJ.ting correlations are shown in Table 9. 
TABLE 9 
MuJ.tiple Correlations and Levels of Significance Between Gilmore 
Sentence Completion Test Combined with Pintner General Abilities 
Test, Verbal, Numerical, Abstract Scores of Differential Aptitude 
Test and Grade Average for Total Group at Rome Free Academy. 
Combinations of Data 
Grade Average and 
Pintner Gen. Abilities 
Test, Gilmore Sent. 
Comp. Test. 
Grade Average and 
Verbal Score, Gilmore 
Sent. Comp. Test. 
Grade Average and 
Numerical Score, Gilmore 
Sent. Comp. Test. 
Grade Average and 
Abstract Score, Gilmore 
Sent. Comp. Test. 
Mul.tiple r Level of Sig. 
r .733 .01 
r .761 .01 
r .690 .01 
r .678 .01 
A comparison of the muJ.tiple'correlations with those achieved 
through simple correlations (Table 7) shows an increase in every case when 
the Gilmore Sentence Completion Test was added to the other variable. 
6S· 
The Gilmore Sentence Completion Test combined with the Pintner General 
Abilities Test correlated with grade average at o73, whereas the Gilmore 
Sentence Completion Test alone correlated with grade average at .63 and 
the Pintner General Abilities Test alone correlated at .64. There was 
thus a minimal increase of .09. 
A combination of the Verbal score of the Differential Aptitude 
Test and the Gilmore Sentence Completion Test produced a correlation of 
.76 with grade average, as opposed to .66 for the Verbal score correlated 
alone with grade average. The numerical score was increased by .19 in 
combination with the Gilmore Sentence Completion Test to a correlation of 
.69, whereas alone the Numerical score correlation was .5o. The abstract 
score of the Differential Aptitude Test correlated with grade average at 
.44, but in combination with the Gilmore Sentence Completion Test the cor-
relation was raised to .68. All correlations in Table 9 were significant 
at the one percent level of confidence. 
Multiple correlations were also computed on different combina-
tions of the variables excluding the Gilmore Sentence Completion Test, to 
determine the relationship with the grade average. The correlations a-
chieved are shown in Table 10. 
TABLE 10 
Multiple Correlations Between Combinations of Pintner Gen. Abil-
ities Test, Verbal, Numerical Abstract Scores of Differential Ap-
titude Test and Grade Average for Total Group at P~me Free Academy 
Grade Average and 
Pint. Gen. Abilities 
Test, Verbal Score. 
Grade Average and 
Pint. Gen. Abilities 
Test, Numerical Score. 
Grade Average and 
Pint. Gen. Abilities 
Test, Abstract Score. 
Grade Average and 
Verbal and Numerical 
Scores. 
Grade Average and 
Abstract and Numerical 
Scores. 
Grade Average and 
Verbal and Abstract 
Scores, 
Multiple r 
r .697 
r .652 
r .643 
r .674 
r .523 
r .661 
Level of Sig. 
.ol 
.ol 
.01 
.ol 
.ol 
,01 
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The highest correlation in this group -was found by combining 
the Pintner General Abilities Test score and the Verbal score of the Dif-
ferential Aptitude with the grade average, Which produced a correlation 
of .697. This indicates an increase in the correlation achieved by either 
variable compared singly with the grade average. Hovrever, this multiple 
correlation is lower than that achieved by the addition of the Gilmore 
Sentence Completion Test to the Pintner General Abilities Test or to the 
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Verbal score and then correlated with grade average. 
Similarly, the combination of the intelligence test scores and 
the Numerical score of the Differential Aptitude Test correlated with 
grade average at .652. This again is a hi~er correlation than either 
produced alone with the grade average, yet not as high as when the two 
variables were combined with the Gilmore Sentence Completion Test. 
The Abstract score of the Differential Aptitude Test combined 
with the Pintner General Abilities Test scores correlated at .643, while 
the Abstract and Verbal scores correlated at .661 with the grade average. 
Among the combinations of scores of the Differential Aptitude Test, the 
highest multiple correlation was found between the Verbal and Numerical 
scores llhich produced a coefficient of .674. The lowest was between the 
Abstract and Numerical scores with a correlation of .523 with grade aver-
age. 
In each of these multiple correlations eliminating the Gilmore 
Sentence Completion Test, the resulting coefficient was higher than that 
produced by the variables alone, yet none was a high as that produced by 
the same variables in combination with the Gilmore Sentence Completion 
Test. All correlations were significant at the one percent level of con-
fidence. 
Partial correlations were computed to show the pure relationship 
between grade average and the Gilmore Sentence Completion Test with the 
effects of a third variable nullified. In this study the nullified vari-
ables were the Pintner General Abilities Test, Verbal, Numerical or Ab-
stract scores of the Differential Aptitude Test. Partial correlations 
nullifYing the effects of the Gilmore Sentence Completion Test were also 
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computed. By comparison of these two correlations, the effects of moti-
vation, as measured by the Gilmore Sentence Completion Test could be 
shown. Table ll shows the results of the partial correlations for the 
total gt>oup. 
TABLE ll 
Partial Correlations and Levels of Significance Between the Gil-
more Sentence Completion Test and Grade Average with the Nullifi-
cation of the Pintner General Abilities Test, Verbal, Numerical, 
Abstract Scores of the Differential AptitUde Test. Partial Corre-
lations and Levels of Significance Between the Grade Average and 
the Same Four Variables with the Effects of the Gilmore Sentence 
Completion Test Nullified. 
Combinations of Data 
Grade Average and 
Sentence Comp. Test -
Pintner Gen. Abilities. 
Grade Average and 
Sentence Comp. Test -
Verbal score. 
Grade Average and 
Sentence Comp. Test -
Numerical score. 
Grade Average and 
Sentence Comp. Test -
Abstract score. 
Grade Average and 
Verbal score -
Sentence Comp. Test. 
Grade Average and 
Numerical score -
Sentence Comp. Test. 
Grade Average and 
Pintner Gen. Abilities -
Sentence Comp. Test. 
Grade Average and 
Abstract score -
Sentence Comp. Test 
Partial r Level of Sig • 
• 465 .01 
.503 .01 
.549 .01 
.575 .o1 
.548 .01 
.362 .01 
.483 .01 
.324 .ol 
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The partial correlations when both the intelligence quotient, 
as measured qy the Pintner General Abilities Test, and the Gilmore Sent-
ence Completion Test are held constant differ by only .018, indicating 
that prediction could be made equally well from either combination of 
variables. This is substantiated qy the simple correlations between in-
telligence quotient and grade average of .64 and Sentence Completion Test 
and grade average of .63. The partial correlation of .465 between grade 
average and Gilmore Sentence Completion Test with the effects of intelli-
gence quotient nullified compared to the correlation of .64 between the 
grade average and Pintner score indicates the presence of motivation in 
the Pintner General Abilities score, and accounts for all but .175 of the 
relationship. 
The partial correlations of .503 and .548 When both the Verbal 
score and the Sentence Completion Test are held constant shows that a 
slightly better prediction can be made with the Verbal score. However, 
the presence of motivation in the Verbal score is shown by the correla-
tion of .503 between grade average and Sentence Completion Test, nullify-
ing the effects of the Verbal score, as opposed to .66 between the grade 
average and the Verbal score. Motivation thus is responsible for all but 
.157 of the relationship between the grade average and the Verbal score of 
the Differential Aptitude Test. 
When beth the Numerical score of the Differential Aptitude Test 
and Gilmore Sentence Completion Test are held constant through partial 
correlations the coefficients are .549 and .362. Prediction therefore 
from the Numerical score of the Differential Aptitude Test with the 
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grade average is of less value than prediction from grade average and Sent-
ence Co~pletion Test by a difference of .187. This is further substan-
tiated by the correlation of .549 between grade average and Sentence Com-
pletion Test with the effects of the Numerical score nullified, as opposed 
to .5o between grade average and the Numerical score. There is a differ-
ence of .049 in favor of the addition of the Gilmore Sentence Completion 
Test, indicating that motivation plays a major part in the Numerical score 
of the Differential Aptitude Test. 
The partial correlation of .575 when the effects of the Abstract 
score was nullified and .324 between grade average and Abstract score nul-
lifying the effects of the Sentence Completion Test indicate that a better 
prediction by .351 can be made using the Sentence Completion Test rather 
than the Abstract score of the Differential Aptitude Test. Motivation is 
a definite factor in the Abstract score as shown by the correlation of 
.575 between grade average and Sentence Completion Test nullifying the Ab-
stract score, whereas the correlation between grade average and Abstract 
score was only .44. 
All correlations for Table 11 were significant at the one per-
cent level of significance. 
Characteristics of Responses to the Gilrnore 
Sentence Completion Test found in the Three 
Achiever Groups. 
An analysis of the responses to the Gilmore Sentence Completion 
Test by each of the three achiever groups showed difference in the thought 
content expressed as well as the method of expression. Certain personal-
ity traits of the achiever groups could also be distinguished. 
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The high achiever values good friends and companionship, is con-
cerned with doing so~ething to help others and is proud of some accomplish-
ment he has made. He likes teachers Who are strict but is critical of 
poor teaching. He also like teachers Who are understanding and feel that 
those 'llho "know their students" have no discipline problems. His relation-
ship to other fellows may sometimes be hostile - "who seem to be your 
friend may turn out to be your enemy'', but on the other hand the high a-
chiever often refers to the admirable qualities found in fellows. 
At home we brought references to eating together, talking or 
discussing matters informally or a way of doing things - a family custom. 
The high achiever was somewhat critical, however, of certain aspects of 
his home life - "have no table manners". The most important thing to the 
high achiever was to have good personal qualities, 11 iniative" or 'be trust-
worthy'', and to continue his education after high school. He does not 
like to be with people Who are boring or Who gossip, and is critical of 
himself, e.g. "too self-satisfied". His future depends on "lilat he makes 
of it" or depends on 'llhat fate has in store. 
The high achiever shows admiration and gratefulness to his fa-
ther and feels his mother is understanding and helpful. He is sometimes 
critical of girls but may also compare girls to boys. In general, he 
feels that people show both good and bad qualities, and he sometimes in-
tellectualizes concerning them. 
The high achiever is influenced b,y the guidance and advice of 
his parents or family, his environment or his church. He feels that one 
should take advantage of life as well as learn to take the good with the 
bad. 
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In referring to the future, the high achiever expressed some 
doubt although he was anxious to get started and wanted to "help others". 
He is determined to get further training after high school, and trys to 
understand and solve his own problems. He is pleased when he has made 
others happy, or others have been successful. The high achiever shows a 
good attitude toward old age, he tries to do his best in everything and 
is dependent upon his parents for financial support, guidance and advice. 
The high achiever generally responded in clear, well constructed 
sentences, although he sometimes showed more hostility than either of the 
other two achiever groups. On only one stem, When I was a child - did the 
high achieving group have no significant responses. 
The average achiever feels that teachers "who give too much home-
work are awful" and does not like to be left out or told "What to do. The 
best thing that he does is connected in some way with work or his future 
work, and his future depends on what he is doing now. On the stem at home 
the average achiever referred to cooperation and being closely knit, yet 
there were no significant responses to the stem --father--, and he was 
critical of his mother, who was, he felt, too strict. The most important 
influence in the life of the average achiever, however, is his parents. 
Factual statements, such as "the Giants beating the Browns" was 
the answer to the stem What pleased me most for the average achiever, and 
he is happiest when he is with friends or family, or is alone. Annoyances 
bother the average achiever, such as 11 girls snapping gum". He is held 
back from doing what he wants because he fears being wrong, and when things 
are against him he "gives up" or "faces them". To the average achiever 
time passes quickly, but he expresses a depressive element as well; 
"things seem to go wrong"• 
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The sentences of the average achiever tended to be long and not 
well organized. There were approximately ten stems to which no signifi-
cant responses were made, and a conflict in attitude toward parents was 
apparent. The average achiever seemed to be dependent upon his parents 
and influenced by them, yet was critical of them. 
The low achiever spends time at home watching television or re-
ferred to things possessed at home. The best thing he does is enjoy him-
self socially, enjoy athletics or some pleasant pastime. His comments re-
garding fellows were derogatory or critical - "liho are lazy should not 
compete in sports", and thinks that girls are "wonderful" or "nice to have 
around". Girls can also be "nuisances". The low achiever likes teachers 
who help their students or he made hostile references to them. He does 
not like to be interrupted or bothered, and considers his social life, and 
getting out of high school the most important thing. His future "looks 
bright" or 1111ill be good", and he thinks that life is "enjoyable". He may, 
however, express hostile or ambivalent feeling toward life. Vlhen the low 
achiever succeeds he will be proud or satisfied, or he will want to retire. 
In expressing attitudes toward parents, the low achiever made 
qualified statements -"can be one's best friends or worst enemies", but 
also felt they are "wonderful" or "understanding''. He feels his father is 
"the best" and made references to doing things with his father; his refer-
ences to his mother included a reference to his father too, or he men-
tioned someone else's mother. 
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The low achiever is pleased by the "understanding" and "friend-
ship" of others, or by getting a good mark in school. He is held back 
from doing what he wants because he feels tied down to a job or to school, 
and when things are against him he likes to be alone or tries to make the 
best of a situation by "looking at the bright side". The low achiever 
feels that it is his "spirit" and "determination" which keep hili! going; 
his future is full of "happiness" or "success" and the main driving force 
in his life is supplied by persons other than his parents. He referred 
also to his "goal" or something in his 11 future 11 as a driving force. 
The sentence structure characteristic of the low achiever is 
that of either short, sometimes one-word answers or stereotyped phrases. 
He seems to have no definite plan for his future and references regarding 
it were vague and unrealistic. He seems to be more concerned with him-
self than others and with things which are pleasing to him. 
To summarize the characteristic responses for each group, the 
high achiever appears to be a well-integrated individual who has focus 
and determination. He is more concerned with others than himself, and, 
in general, shows a positive attitude toward his parents and peers. The 
prevalence of hostile remarks in answer to certa.in stems, such as - Fellows, 
or I think that girls, which were found among the high achievers may be 
the result of the test itself, rather than the individual's attitude to-
ward these areas of adjustment. This hostility may also be an indication 
of a sense of competition. 
The average achiever appeared to be concerned mainly with life 
as it appeared at the moment. He did not look too far into the future nor 
look too deeply into himself. He did not show strong feelings one way or 
another. 
The low achiever's chief concern was personal pleasure or dis-
pleasure. His responses were generally in reference to hin~elf and his 
attitudes showed little reflection. Certain hostile or derogatory re-
marks were different from those of the high achieving group in that they 
were on a lower level; that is, concerned wi~~ the annoyances of inter-
personal relationships either between friends, teachers or parents. The 
high achiever's hostility, on the other hand, appeared to be the result 
of an unwillingness to reveal too much of h~elf. 
CHAPI'ER V 
SUJOIARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECIWEHDATIONS 
Purpose of the stw:IT 
The purpose of the stud;p' was to COllplll'8 the responses to the 
Gillllore SeDtence Completion Test with the academic achieve~~&nt or a 
grou.p of high school students, as detel'llliued by the average grade 
in three ;yeare of required high school subjects, 8.Dd certain other 
standardized tests. 
The use or the Gilmore Sentence C011pletion Test as a pro-
jective inetl'UIIIInt was investigated to detel'lline the value or this 
instl'lllllllnt in relation to the predictive qualities or the Pintner 
General Abilities Test and six sublloores or the Differential Apti-
tude Test. 
A further use was studied to determine whether the addition ot 
theGilaore Seatence Completion Test to any om of the predictiDg 
variables wGUld renlt in an increase in the correlations 8.Dd oon-
sequeatl;y provide a better 1Ddicati~n of eventual acedemic success. 
Need for the Stuey 
The problem of adequate testiDg or abilities, loDg favdl1ar to 
those in the field or education, has been studied b;y DUIII8rous re-
searchers. HOitliVer; no OOliiPletel;y reliable mthod has ;yet been 
:t:ou'Cid. Attempts to increase the predictabilit7 of an i'Cidividual's 
academic achiavemnt has focused on the non-iatellectual aspects 
of achiev-at, wtuch, it has bean realized, pl.q en i.mportant role 
in the success or failure of the i'Cidividual. 
The continuing treDd tonrd larger college enrol.l.ments, and 
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the problellll ar1.s1Dg fro111 tb18 1 necessitates more accurate and 
definitive methods of d.ete:nd.Di.Dg which of those students app~ 
will profit aost by a college education. In addition, the crisis 
cansed by the threat of Ediecrity aaoqg the nations of the Yorld 
hes resulted in an intensive ana~is or the Aaerican educational 
syst .. , and comem OYer what type of pereon •ill emerge from it. 
Silllle the success of axv educational systea rests in part upon the 
identificatien ef student abilities, reliable 1111&118 for such 
identification are vastly illportant. 
In viEIIf of these reasons it was considered thet a atuc:l,y in-
volving an inst~ designed to 11111asure on the non-intellectual 
aspects of achievs11111nt, activation, llight prove i'ru.itful in the 
search fer a reliable •asure of predicting acadeaic achi!Miment. 
Scope of the stuc:l,y · 
The aaapla group iDYolved in the atud7 was two h\113dred and 
niDBty-five senior claas students of ROIII8 Free Acad8DI71 a public 
high schoo1in ROII81 Hew York. Bath boys and girls •ere illllludad 
in this group, all ef whom follCIIred 0118 of three courses of stud;y: 
College Eut;rance, c-rcial or General. 
The Gillllore Sentence C0111pletion Teat, an expen.tntal in-
strument, •as adlllinistered to the aenier class as a whole, but in-
sufficient data reduced the sample to the above llUIIber. A scoring 
key W'&8 devised based on one-half of the sample group designated 
as the nlldeting group and later used to score the n>N1 m ng 
helf1 or the cross-validating poup. 
other data available for the sample W'Sre the average or three 
yeare gredes in siJt subjects required for graduation, scores on the 
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PiDI;nsr Gans:ral Abilities Test and six subscoras or the Di.fi'erential 
Aptitude Test. 
1lethods and Procedures 
The Gilaore Sentence Completion Test was adwdn1stared to 
those stud.ants present in school on Decellber 15, 1958. The 
instrument ia a projective-type test consisting of forty open-
aDded st811111 to be completed b;r the students in approx.illate:cy 
thirt;r mimltes. This type of test has the advantage of allowi.Dg 
the student to express his feelings through the medium of a semi-
strtlctured situation. It is felt that these semi-structured stallS 
will produce a response indicative of the student's feelings and 
personality, and therefore alllllll' greater insight into all aspects 
ot the 1Dd1v1dual. 
The sample group or two huDdrsd and ninet;r-tiva students was 
dividad into three achiever groups,; high, average aDd low, on tb8 
basis of the three ;rear grade average. High achievers were those 
who had earned an average of 84 percent or above, average achiev-
ers had a range or grades fr011 74 to 83 percent and low achievers 
had grade averages ranging !rOll 64 to 73 percent. ~h or these 
three groups was than divided randoml¥ to form two approx.illatelT 
equivalent groups, dasigMted as the validating and cross-validating 
groups. A scoring key was developed on the basis or the responses 
given to tb8 test b,y the validstirlg Jr<lllP, and both groups were 
scored !l'OIIl this ke;r • 
All data, includi.Dg tha Sentence Ccmpletion Test score, grade 
ararage, intelligence quotient derived :rraa the Pintnsr General 
Abilities Test aDd scores on the Verbal, lfwlerical, Abstract, 
Spatial, lleohaDical am. Clerical sections of the Differential 
Aptitude Test. were compiled. These were taken to the Computation 
Laboratory of Boston UDinrsit:y to obtain coefficients of cor-
relation between each of t.be variables am. the grade anrage, am. 
between each of the variables 8.lld t. be Sentence Completion Test. 
Results 
The sillple correlat.ious between the Gilmore Sentence Completion 
Test aDd the other test data compiled on the sample group revealed 
that. on the total group the Gilmore Sentence Completion Test cor-
related with grade average was l•er b;y only .03 t.ban the highest 
correlation of .66 between the Verbal score of the Differential 
Aptitude Test and grade average. The Gilaore Sentenoe Completion 
Test correlated with the PiDtner ~nsral Abilities Test at .50, 
beizlg surpassed b:y the grade anrage am. Verbal scores of the 
Different;ial Aptitude Test. Since the nature of the masuri~~g 
instl'WIIIDt was pr1mari4' to investigate those aspects of achien-
•Dt not directl¥ associated with ability, the relationship was 
felt to be adequate. 
llul.tiple correlations cOIIIbining the Gilmore Sentence Completion 
Test and each of the four major variables with the grade average 
were cOIIIpUted to determins whether the addition of the ~EasuriDg in-
strwaeat would increase the predictive value of the other test 
data. It. was foul!d that. the Gilmore Sentence Completion Test. in-
creased the correlation of grade anrage with each variable froa 
.lD to .24, aDd raised all correlations to at. least .68 for the 
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total group. The highest correlatioD was !oUlld b7 cOIIbiniug the 
Verbal score or the DUrerential Aptitude Test and the GU.Ore 
Sentence Completion Teat rlth ths grade average~ which produced a 
correlation or o76. 
It waa also rCIUDd that the lllll.tiple correlati0118 between coa-
binatioDB or the tour major variables and grade average~ ttliaina.tiug 
the Gilmore Semence Completion Test produced correlation which in 
f!IYery case were lonr tban those ebtained b,r the addition or the 
Gilmore Se~e Co.pletion Test to tbe variables being considered. 
Partial oorrelatioDB computed to cietel'!llim ths uOUllt or pure 
relatioDBhip between grade &Terage and the Gillllore Sentence Caa-
p:Wtion Test indicated that motin.tion plqecl a sigillica:at part 
in the correlatioDB obtaizled on the IJther test data. In two cases 
aotivation, as •asureci b 7 the GU.Ore SenteDCe Completion Test 
accounted !or all bu.t .17S and .1S7 o! the relationships involved, 
and in two other cases contribu.ted r:roa .Ok9 to ol3S aore tban the 
relationship sha~red rlthout the inclwlion or the effects or the 
Gilmore Sentence Completion test. 
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CoDOlusi-
fhe adlliDietration or the Gillllore SeDtenoe Completion Test to 
two hundred aDd ninety-fin b.iCb. school seniors aDd tb.e cOIIp&rl.llon 
ar tb.e renl.ts ar tb.ill test with other test data on tb.e sample 
group leada to tb.e !ol.l.atring conolusioDII: 
1. fhet there is a po11itin nlatioDIIb.ip between aotivation. 
as Mesured by the Gillllon Sentenoe Test aDd acad8111ic 
achiev-nt aa measured bT tb.e grade anrage. 
2. 'l'b.at aot1Tat1on, aa me&~~ured by tb.e Gilmore Sentence 
Completion Test, ia present aa a !actor in tb.e other 
teet scores aDd in 1101118 cues pl..qe a verr eigDi!icant 
part. 
3. Tb.at the Gilmore Bentenoe C011pl.etion Teet aa a lliDCl.e 
predictor correlated with grade aT&rage ia lenr by onJT 
.o3 tb.at the b.igb.eet CGl'relation achieved on tb.e total 
group. 
4. 'l'b.at the Gilaore Selltenoe C011pl.etion Teet used in coa-
bination with either tb.e Pintner General Abilities Test 
or the Verbal• llaMrical or Abstract Scores or the 
Dir!enntial Aptitude Teet produced a b.igb.er correlation 
than au;r ar the variabl811" correlated ae a aincl.e predictor 
or acarumfc achieT8118nt. 
/ 
5. That au.r or the cab1DatiOD ot PiDtDBr GeDBral !bil1t1ea 
Test~ Verbal, Na.er1cal or !batract scores at the Differ-
ential Aptitude Test produced a hiPer correlation with 
grade average than when IIUI8d as a si.Jigl.e predictor, b1lt 
noDB was as high as wllen cOIIbined with the Gil.aore 
Sentence C011pletion Test. 
. •-' . 
... ,_ 
. ~ .. ,_, 
. ~~--"!'. - :. , __ ,. •. 
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The results of this stud7 illdicate tbat further research with 
the Gilmore Sentence Completion Test as a predictor of academic 
aobievement lligbt be .fraitful. The fol.l.owiJirg areas of study are 
suggested: 
1. The prediction of achievement by the Gillllore Sentence 
Completion Test using :roar J8ars of work in high school 
as an iDiication of past achieYement • 
2. The prediction o:r achievaent b7 the Gilmore Sentence 
C011pletion Test usiJirg the grades achieved on the iiJelr York 
State Regents EDidnatiODB rether tban a school lll&1'k as 
illdication of past achievement. 
3. Use of the Gilmore Sentence Completion Test, Pintmr 
Gemrel Abilities Test &rid scores or the Differential 
Aptitude Test to fora a ra.tiDg which could be correlated 
ll'ith first tem grades or first J8&r grades for those 
mnbers o:r the sample who have continued their educa-
tion after high school. 
4. Use or the Gilmore Sentence Completion Test nth a senior 
high school class divided on the basis of their course o:r 
study; College Entrance, C-rcial or General. 
S. Use of the respomes to the Gillllore Sentence Completion 
Test to discover those students llhose emotional problema 
bave influenced their academic acbieV81111mt. 
6. Additional work as the high school level ll'ith the Gilmore 
Sentence Complstion Test to aid in stalldardizirag a scorirag 
key for further ase o:r th1a test • 
as 
APPENDICES 
EXPERIMENTAL COFY 
Nanne ______________________________ __ Date ________________________ _ 
GILMORE SENTENCE COMPLETION TEST 
In this test you are to finish the sentence from the sug·gested word or phrase. Make a 
good connplete sentence but do not work too long making it perfect. If the suggested word 
occurs in the nniddle of the line, you may place it wherever you wish in your sentence. 
The test is not timed but it is necessary to keep working in order to finish within the 
. session. Allow about 7 minutes to a page. 
1. The best thing that I 
2. Fellows 
3. Teachers who 
4. At honne we 
5. I do not like to be 
6. The most innportant thing to me 
7. I think my future 
8. father 
9. Quizzes and examinations 
10. Iamdetermined 
11. The most important influence in nny life 
12. I want to know 
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13. mother 
14. What pleased me most 
15. I think that life is 
16. When I succeed 
17. What bothers me most 
18. I am happy when 
19. I am held back from doing what I want because 
20. All my life I 
21. When things are against me 
22. What keeps me going 
23. time 
24. If I could only 
25. To me people 
26. When I think of my future 
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Z7. One's Parents 
ZS. The main driving force in my life 
Z9. I think that girls 
30. My family 
31. When I am 65 
3Z. I get tired 
33. It is impossible 
34. pain 
35. I am dependent upon 
36. If I fail 
37. I would like to be 
38. I dream of the' time 
39. I try 
""'40. When I was a child 
Acknowledgment is hereby made to the pioneer works of Dr. A. F. Payne, Miss Amanda 
R. Rhode, Miss Gertrude Hildreth, Dr. Morris I. Stein, Dr. Julian B. Rotter, Mrs. Dorotl 
King and others for their contributions to the field of Sentence Completion Testing. 
APPENDIX B 
Scoring Key for The Gilmore Sentence Completion Test 
1. THE BEST THING THAT I: 
H:Lgh Achiever: 
References to an accomplis!Dent.: "have done is save 
money"; •ever did was enter the piano 
festival•. 
Weight 
References to doing something for others: 11can do to I 7 
help others is to cooperate"; "have ever 
wanted to do is something to help others11 • 
References to friends or companl onehip: 11have is one I 4 
true f'l'iend in 1IfT sister"; "like is being 
with 1IfT f'l'iends"; "like is good companion-
ship"• 
Average Achiever: 
References to work or future work: "lilce to do is work 0 
on cars"; "would like to do is to becane a 
tool maker"; 11do is housework"; •enjo;r doing 
is working". 
Low Achiever: 
References to athletics: "can do is Sllilll"; •enjo;r - 4 
doing is to go bowling"; "• active in is 
sports". 
References to reading: •like to do is read"; "can do 
is read". - 6 
References to enjoying one 1 s self socially: "like is - 8 
having a good time•; •lilce is dancing"; 
11like is life•. 
References to iD&cti.ve pleasures; references to eating: -11 
•like to do is f'ool around with cars"; "like 
to do is fish"; "have eaten is ice cre81l•. 
2. FELIDWS: 
High Achiever: 
References to fellows as good friends; admirable 110 
qualities of' fellows: "in 1IfT club are all 
good bo;rs"; "who are witty~ enjo;r 
good table conYersation". 
References showing hostility to fellows: rtwho seaa 
to be your friend 111117 turn out to be y-our 
eneJIIY" • 
References to grooming and III&IIDel's: "should al:Jray-8 
display' proper manners on a date•; "who 
are careless groomers make me impatient•. 
Average AchieTer: 
No significant response 
Low Achiever: 
Weight 
15 
No response. - 4 
Statements with no affect: "did y-ou go skating last - 7 
night?• 
References which are derogato%7: llwho are lazy should -14 
not be allowed to compete in sports"; 
"who show off while driving are not very-
sllll1rt". 
3. TEACHERS liHO: 
High Achiever: 
References to poor teaching skills: •assign work 114 
which they' do not collect irritate me"; 
"are lax are not good teachers". 
References to being understanding or knowing students: I 8 
•try- to understand students gain respect"; 
"know their students personall3' bave no 
discipline problema". 
References to liking strictness in teachers: •are I 5 
quite strict in their teachings are often 
the best•. 
Average Achiever: 
References to too much homework: "give homework are 0 
awful"; "give too much hcmework have no 
heart". 
Low Achiever: 
Statements with no a.f'fect: "go to bed late usual]T - 4 
get up late". 
References to showing attention or helping students: - 5 
"tr.r to help are good teachers•; "help 
students are appreciated"; 11take time for 
their students are liked" • 
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Hostile references to teachers: "are always un-
pleasant, I hate•; "yell all the time 
should be replaced". 
4. AT HOME WE: 
High Achiever: 
Weight 
References to doing specific things or doing things in ~23 
a certain wa;r: 11alwa7s say Grace before 
starting a meal"; "often play chess when it 
is storm;r outside". 
References which are critical: "don't have a real f 9 fami.JT'; "have no table manners". 
References to eating together, eating well or sleeping: ~ 6 
•eat all or our meals together"; •eat 
papcorn ou Friday Dighta•. 
References to talking together, informality or freedcm: ~ 5 
•enjoy a live:cy discussion on all matters"; 
"can rel.alt11 ; •talk and act in!ormal:cy-11 • 
Average Achiever: 
References to helping each other, coaperation, doing 0 
chores: "all have our own chores to do•; 
•learn to share"• 
References to being close~ knit or doing things to- 0 
gather: "live happi:Q-•; "get along well 
together"; "do things together". 
Low Achiever: 
No response. - 6 
References to material possessions or pets: "have a - 7 
radio, T.V. and Hi.Fi."; "have a dog". 
Factual statements: "repair radios and T.V.'s"; 11bad -10 
a part;r". 
References to watching television. -14 
5. I DO NOT LIKE TO BE: 
High Achiever: 
References critical or self: "too self-satisfied"; f 9 
•angry, but I usuall;r 11111.• • 
References critical or other peaple: "with people who ~ 6 
find things boring•; •among peaple who 
alwaya gossip". 
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References with no affect: "stuck in the snaw11 ; 
"mean, but you haTe 7111' pen". 
Average Achiever: 
Weight 
,t4 
References to being alone, lett out or di.rterent: 0 
"looked upon as an individualist"; "con-
spicuous in a crowd". 
References to being told what to do or restricted: 0 
•told to do things more than once"; "told 
that I can1t do something". 
Lolf Achiever: 
References to being interrupted, bothered or nagged: - 5 
"annoyed when I am deep in studying"; 11made 
to wait•. 
References to humiliation, beiDg embarrassed or -ll 
scolded: "the one who is chosen to speak 
in class11 ; 11made tan of". 
6. THE llOST IllPORTANT THI!Il TO ME: 
High Achiever: 
References to education, being accepted or going to ,117 
college; graduation f'rom college: "is 
attending college"; 11is 1IIY' education•; llis 
being able to s~ art when I leave school". 
References to personal qualitl.es: 11is to have initiatl.ve11 ; ,t 7 
"is the ability to read and comprehend written 
material0 • 
Hostile references: 11 is money, what else?•; •is ,t 5 
breathing". 
Average Achiever: 
No significant responses. 
Lolf Achiever: 
References to the future: 11is a good secure future"; - 4 
"is 1IIY' future". 
References to social lite, girlf'riend or boyf'riend: - 6 
"is 7111' girlf'riend". 
References to finishing high school: "getting a job: -19 
"is to get a job and graduate•; "is 1IIY' job 
as a telephone operator"; "is getting out 
of s choolll. 
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7 • THINK :u:r FUTURE: 
Hi.gh Achiever: 
References to future being dependent on others or .f. 8 
rate: !~will take care of itself"; 11is in 
the bands of God11 • 
References to the future being what one makes it: !~will f 6 
be a success if I ma~e it that way"; "depends 
upon what I can do11 • 
Average Achiever: 
References to future depending on what one does now: 0 
"will depend on how well I do in school"; 
"depends on what I am learning now". 
References to specific fields or interests: 11lies in 0 
the field of teaching"; "will be in science". 
Low Achiever: 
References to future being bright or happy: "looks very - 4 
bright"; "is going to be a hapP7 ODe"• 
No response: - 6 
References to future being :IJDportant or good: "will be -13 
a good one"; "is the most :IJDportant thing in 
711T life". 
B. • •• FATHER ••• : 
High Achiever: 
References showing admiration or gratefulness: "when I {-19 
think of honor I think of 711T father first of 
all"; •I have a very- nice father who does all 
he can for me•. 
Average Achiever: 
No response: 0 
Low Achiever: 
References to doing things with father: "711T father and - 4 
I shoveled snow yesterday"; "! go fishing with 
711T father and uncle". 
Intellectual statements: "what would we do without a - 6 
father?• "George Washington is the father 
of our colliltry". 
··"' 
Weight 
References to being wonderful or the best: 111 think - 7 
rq f'ather is wonderful"; "rq !ather is a 
womerful person". 
9. QUIZZES AND ElWllNATIONS: 
lB.gll AchieTer: 
References to not giving a true picture: •can give a I 9 
vague idea of a person's abilit;y"; "are 
really not wor1:.1Mrhile because they only 
give a percentage of 'llbat one can do at a 
certain moment". 
References to being good, good checks, important or I 8 
helpful: "are good to help train our brains 
to help us think"; •are good ways to test a 
person". 
References to showing what one knows or as a basis f'or I S 
gradea: •are a means of' testing one's 
ability in different f'ields"; •are to show 
what a pupil knows". 
Average Achiever: 
References to nervousness: "get me nervous and mixed 0 
up•; •bother me•. 
Intellectual statements: 11are taken by students"; •are 0 
two different kinds of tests". 
Lcnr Achiever: 
References to not liking quizses or being unimportalit: -ll 
•are the things I bate worst•; "are things 
we students don't like"• 
References to being hard or hard if one doesn't stud;r: -12 
"can be very difficult•; •are very hard if 
you do not studT for them". 
10. I All DEl'ERioiiNED: 
High Achiever: 
References to college or fui,ther training: •to continue /-17 
rq schooling•; "to go to college"; •to get 
a degree in nursing•. 
References to getting along, doing something for others, .f. 7 
or leading a happy life: •to get along in 
life"; "that I shall be a happy person"• 
Statements with no aff'ect: "not to go to the 
library". 
Average Achiever: 
No signif'icant responee. 
Low Achiever: 
Weight 
.;.r; 
Ref'erences to f'inishing school or f'inishing this test: -10 
"to complete school"; •to f'inish this test•. 
Ref'erences to a specif'ic career or job: •to be a hair - 6 
stylist"; •to be a secretary". 
11. THE llOST DIPORTANT INFLUENCE IN JII IJ:FE: 
High Achiever: 
Ref'erences to the 'guidance, advice or inf'luence of' .f.l2 
parents: 1is my parents who try to help 
and guide me•; "is my mother who wants onJ¥ 
the best f'or me•. 
Ref'erences to environment: •is my surromvtings•; 6 has .f.l2 
been my environment at hme and school". 
Ref'erences to religion or clnlrcha •has been my church"; .f. 7 
"is my Bible•. 
Ref'erences to mother: "is my mother". .;. 6 
Ref'erences to f'~: "Is my f'ami:JT'; "is my home and .f. 6 
f'ami:JT'. 
Hostile ref'erences: "was my dog•; "was my psychiatrist•. .f. 4 
Average Achiever: 
Ref'ermce to "parents• or mother and !ather: "is my 0 
parents•; 11is my mother and !ather•. 
Low Achiever: 
Ref'erences to school, education or college: •has been 
school"; •is my education". 
Ref'erences to material things; or enja,ying one's self': 
"is playing sports"; !twas a radio kit I 
received•. 
Ref'erences to 1 !ather': "is my !ather•. 
No response: 
Ref'erences to career or work: "was working af'ter 
school"; •is to become a stenographer•. 
Ref'erences to moral principles or mottos: •is that you 
have to work f'or what you want•; "is what is 
right and wrong•. 
- 4 
- r; 
-6 
-6 
- 7 
- 7 
Weight 
References to being a sucoesa or in an authoritarian - 7 
position: •is his coming to work f'or me•; 
•is to try to be something". 
l2 • I WANT TO KNCW: 
High Achiever: 
References showing hostili t7 to people and why" they do /-16 
things: "wb,y the brain works the wa,. it 
does"; "what makes a person change his mind•. 
Intellectml statements: "what lif'e exists in outer /12 
space"; "why" sorrow comes all at once•. 
statements with no affect: "what happened in class"; f 7 
"when the club meets•. 
Average Achiever: 
No significant response. 
Low Achiever: 
No response: - 5 
References to this test: "what this test is about"; - 7 
"why we are taking this test". 
References to knowing more about a specific thing: -12 
•more about science•; •all about car engines•. 
l3 • • •• KOTHm ••• : 
High Achiever: 
References to being a help, understanding; the guidance .j.lo 
and advice of' mother: "'liT mother has helped 
me solve maey of' rq problems•; "it was mother 
who helped us most•. 
References to i.nfluence of mother: 'would like to be .f. 5 
like •• 1 or •would like to be a good mother': 
"11fT mother bas been a great influence on me"; 
"'liT mother is a person whaa I should like to 
emulate". 
References with no aff'ect: •I see mother, said Jrlary""; .f. S 
"will 7ou see if mother bas left?". 
Average Achiever: 
References to discipline or critical remarks: "1IfT 0 
mother is quite strict•; •I think rq mother 
' 
Weight 
gets sick rlth colds too often". 
Lcnr Achiever: 
References to both mother and father: •m;r mother and - 5 
.f'ather have gone downtown"; "DIY father and 
mother went on a vacation•. 
References to someone else's mother; impersonal - 7 
references: •I want her mother to go with 
me"; "there is a saying 'like mother, like 
daughter 1 ". 
J..4. lfHAT PlEASED liE JIOST: 
High Achiever: 
Referencea to the success of someone or references of tJ3 
pride in someone else: "was the way they 
conducted themselves•; •is the time m;y 
father bowled 70011 • 
References to the happiness of others or being able to .f 9 
do something for others: "was that everyone 
was in a py mood"; "is what I am doing to help 
m;y parents•. 
References to an achievement or wi ooi ng: "was earning m;y .f 6 
Senior Id.fe Saving"; "was getting a good 
job". 
References which are hostile: 11in DIY earl;r youth does /-25 
not today•; "is hard to ~"· 
References to recognition fr<111 parents or being able to .f 4 
do something on one 1 s own: "was when m;y 
parents asked DIY opinion on di.f'ferent mattersll; 
"was to learn that I am now able to solve 
most of DIY problems alone". 
Average Achiever: 
Factual statements: "is seeing our new school built"; 0 
"was when the Giants beat the Browns". 
Lcnr Achiever: 
References to other people with little affect: "was the - 7 
way she looked at me•; •is the fact that he 
did". 
References to understanding, friendship or helpfulness - 8 
of others: "was the knowledge that DIY friends 
were reall;r .f'riends•; "is kindness and under-
standing•. 
' 
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Re.ferences to material things: "was the beauti.ful -10 
decorations"; "was when I got my car11 • 
Re.ferences to passing or getting good marks: •is that -15 
I passed Peysics"; "was when my marks are 
in the Bo•s•. 
J$. I THINK THAT IJFE IS: 
Hl.gh Achiever: 
References to being wonder.ful and one should take ad- f 8 
vantage or it: •scaething which everyone 
should enjoy'"; "God's greatest gift and 
should not be abused"• 
References to taking the good with the bad: "a process f 5 
or give and take•; "often a purgatory but 
we must make the most o.f it11 • 
Intellectual statements: "given to us to give lire•; f 4 
•rather important to most people". 
Average Achiever: 
No significant responses. 
Low Achiever: 
References which are hostile: •a lost cause•; n just a - 7 
big mess and no one really knows what the;r 
are doing or wll;y the;r are doing i tR. 
References showing ambivalent feelings: •a ladder with -ll 
tJPS and downs"; ".full o.f joy' and sorrow•. 
Re.ferences to lite being enjoyable or wollder.ful: -14 
"wonderful"; "very happy these days•. 
16. WHEN I SUCCEED: 
High Achiever: 
Re.ferences to doing something ror parents or remembering tl2. 
others: "will try to help my folks"; "I will 
never .forget the people who helped me succeed". 
References to travel: "I would like to see other f 9 
countries, especiall.T Russia". 
References which are hostile or have a depressive f 6 
element: 0 I will be old"; "l will be a 
success•. 
Re.ferences to helping others or ll&king others happy: "I f 6 
will try to be or benefit to everyone"; •I 
hope to please my .famiJ.1""• 
Average Achiever: 
References to being bapJl7: •I will be the happiest 
person alive"; "I will be happy". 
Low Achiever: 
Weight 
0 
References to feeling satisfied or being proud: "I have - 5 
a feeling of victory""; "I'll be satisfied". 
References to retiring or raising a fam1}7; settling - 6 
d01111: •1n business I want to retire"; "I will 
settle down". 
References to being or doing sanething specific: "I - 7 
would like to become a sect"et.ary""; "l want to 
get married". 
17. WHAT BOTHERS liE JlOST: 
High Achiever: 
References to injustices, insincerity- or poor use of 
abilit;y: •is how people can go to church and 
come out and do the ver;y same wrong•; "is to 
see the wa;y some people live•. 
Average Achiever: 
References to annoyances: •is the snow in winter"; "is the 0 
snapping of gum b;y girls•. 
Low Achiever: 
References to not getting along with people: 11is my - 7 
brother"; "is the constant quarreling with 
my parents•. 
References to personal affront on insult: •is a stab 1n -14 
the back"; "is not being liked b;y people". 
18. I AM HAPPY WHEN: 
High Achiever: 
References to rtolnjng or doing sCIIIething pleasanta •I 
am reading"; "I listen to music". 
References to having accomplished something or done the 
right thinga "I do something well"; "l know 
I have done the right thing". 
References to making others bapp;ya "I can do something 
and not get something back•. 
.f.9 
.f.7 
.f.6 
100 
Weight 
Average Achiever: 
References to being with people you like, friends or 0 
f'am~: "I am with wq friends•; Ill am with 
people I like". 
References to being alone or sleeping: Ill am alone"; 0 
"I •m asleep". 
Low Achiever: 
References to being with a specific person: "I'm with wq - 7 
girl"; nm.n and I are together". 
References to being bus;r, working or active in some way: - 8 
"I am hunting"; "I am at work". 
19. I All HELD BACK PRCJl DarNG WHAT I 1fANT BECAUSE: 
High Achiever: 
References which are hostile: •not held back1 : "It 114 
isn•t legal"; "I am not held back". 
References to sell': 0 of' m;ysel.t"; "I haven't the I 7 
ambition". 
References to age or status: "I am too young"; "I do I 7 
not have enough education•. 
Intellectual statements: "it is not always possible for I 7 
one to do what is his pleasure"; "sometimes 
what I want is not alll'ays good far me". 
Average Achiever: 
References to fear of being wrong, doing the wrong thing 0 
or not having done the right thing: Ill know 
I shouldn't do it•; "I feel it will be wrong". 
Low Achiever: 
References to being tied down or hampered: "I have a - 7 
job"; "the odds are agaimt me•. 
20. ALL XI IJ:FE I: 
High Achiever: 
References to liking to do a certain thing ar enjoying /-12 
something: "have enjoyed the out-of-doors"; 
"have enj o;red IIIUBic" • 
References to having been happy: •have been happy"; f 8 
have tried to make the best of' each opportunity" 
Boston University 
School of Education 
Library 
'Ieight 
References to doing something f'or someone, make parents .f.l2 
proud or do the right thing: nhave wanted 
to be something good so my mother would be 
protld of' me"; "have been a good girl 11 • 
Average Achiever: 
No significant response. 
Low Achiever: 
References to wanting to go to college: "have wanted to - 4 
go to college". 
References to a specific occupation: 11have wanted to be - 7 
a doctor"; "have wanted to be a teacher". 
21. WHEN THINlS ARE AGAINST liE: 
High Achiever: 
References to working it out b;r one 1 s self' or trying to .f.ll 
understand: •r try to find a solution to 1113' 
problems"; nr stop and sit dawn to figure 
out wb;y". 
References to being only a temporary thing: 11! don't let I 6 
them bother me. It doesn't last veey long11 • 
References to pra;yer or God: 11 ! always turn to pra;yer f'or I 4 
guidance"; "I look to God f'or strength and 
guidance". 
References to teying harder, fighting harder, or keep I 5 
on teying: •r become more determined"; "I 
tight even harder". 
Average Achiever: 
References to giving up: nr quit•; "I usual4' give in"• 0 
References to !acing things: •r always look ahead•; "I 0 
f'ace them". 
Low Achiever: 
References to being alone: •r go f'or a long drive"; •r - 6 
nsns14' sit alone and think". 
References to 1make the best of' it' or 'look f'or the - 9 
bright side': •r hope f'or the best•; "I tey 
to look at the bright side•. 
References to just taking thinga as they ere: "there is - 9 
nothing I can do about it•; "they're just 
against me". 
Weight 
22. WHAT KEEPS ME GOING: 
Higll Achiever: 
References llhich are hostile: "may not be w!Bt keeps /-10 
you going"; "is I think I have to•. 
References to independence or excitement: "is the .j. 7 
thought that some dq" I may reallJT be on Iff¥ 
own•; "is that I want to see what is going 
to happen next". 
References to not knowing: "I'll never know"; 0is some- .j. 6 
thing I don't know". 
References to being a success or be something: "is the .j. 4 
thought of success"; "is my desire to make 
something of 1ff¥Self". 
Average Achiever: 
References to a specific gosl: "is knowing I want to 0 
finish school"; "is the thought of becOIIling 
a nurse". 
Low Achiever: 
References to 'spirit•, 'determination•, etc.: "is the -12 
power of will"; "is 1ft¥ spirit and detel'lllins-
tion". 
References to parents or someone close: "is 1ft¥ mother"; -20 
"is 1ft¥ girl"; "is the rest of 1ft¥ family and 
me•. 
23. • •• TIME ••• : 
High Achiever: 
References to not hs ving mough time: "I don't hs ve /-13 
enough time to do all the things I want to 
do"• 
Intellectual statements: "time will tell"; "human- .j.ll 
measured time is nothing in the mind of God•. 
Average Aclxi.ever: 
References to time passing quickJ7: "haw time flies"; "I 0 
do not like time to f:cy- by so fast". 
References containing a depressive element: "most of the 0 
time I am hsppy"; "there is a time in every-
one 1 s life when things seem to go wrong". 
103" 
No response: 
Law Achiever: 
Weight 
0 
References to specific time or 'what time is it?•: - S 
"the time is now nine o 1 clock"; "what time 
it is?11 • 
References to time being important or valuable: "time is - 6 
illportant element in lif'e11 ; "to 111e time is 
the most valuable thing". 
References contsining an authoritsrian ststament: "now - 7 
it is time to go to school"; "nsme the time 
and p:B ce11 • 
References to lack of time, having no spare time: "I - 8 
wich time were more plentif'Ul11 ; 11if' I had 
the time, I would be an artist•. 
24. IF I COULD ~LY: 
High Achiever: 
References to understanding others or tslk to others: I 7 
"understand all people I would be happy"; 
"know what people thought I might be able to 
understand them better". 
References to needing time: "find time to do all the I 7 
things I would like I would be more happy"; 
"find more time". 
References to a skill: "bowl a perfect game"; "learn to I 7 
type without errors". 
Average Achiever: 
No response: 0 
Law Achiever: 
References to travel or statements im.pl;yi.ng getting - 7 
away: "take a trip to Europe"; "fly that 
plane". 
References to passing, getting good grades or graduating: -ll 
"get 'fll1' marks up higher"; "graduate from high 
school". 
2$. TO ME PIDPLE: 
High Achiever: 
Statements which are qualified: •are very interesting but I 7 
they- irritste me too"; "can be very pleasant -
sometimes". 
Weight 
Intellectual statements: "offer interesting subjects .f. 6 
of discussion"; "are made up of' maey kinds" • 
Average Achiever: 
No significant response. 
Low Achiever: 
References to being Jll1llterious, strange, odd or f1li1ll;11 -10 
"are sometimes ve~ strange"; "are contusing". 
26. WHEN I THINK OF JlY FUTURE: 
High Achi.ever: 
References to the future being uncertain or doubtful: 
"I wonder if eve~hing will turn out as I 
expect it"; "I have a great maey doubts". 
References to being anxious to get started: "I wish it .f. 1 
were here alreacy"; 11I am anxious to have it 
begin". 
References to acc011plishing things or helping others: .f. 5 
"I think about all the things I would like to 
do"; "I think of' helping people•. 
Average Achiever: 
References to college or education: 11I think of college"; 0 
"I think of education". 
Low Achiever: 
References to happiness or success: •start to dream"; -13 
"it looks bright and happy"; "I often start 
to dream;" "I feel good"• 
27. ONE1S PARENTS: 
Higll Achiever: 
References to influence of' parents, importance of' parents: .f.l5 
•are the greatest influence in one's life"; 
"are the greatest gif't that God bestowed upon 
us•. 
References to respect and gratefulness toward parents: .f. 5 
"are to be given a lot of credit f'or bringing 
one up"; "should be respected". 
Weight 
References to not understanding or are hard to under- f 5 
stand: "are hard to understand at times"; 
"often don't understand their children•. 
Average Achiever: 
References to discipline: •should sometimes be strict"; 0 
"can sometimes be rough on one". 
Low Achiever: 
Statements which are qualified: •can help their child be - 4 
good or bad"; •can be one's best friends or 
one's worst enemies•. 
No response: - 4 
References to being wonderful or understanding: •are - 9 
The most wonderful peq>le in the world"; 
"are very understanding". 
Intellectual statements: "should be older than their -ll 
children•; "are necessary for proper rearing". 
28. THE MAIN DRIVING FORCE IN lli LIFE: 
High Achiever: 
References to doing the best one can: "is the desire to f 7 
do the very best I can with the things I have 
been given•; •is to be good and do something 
wortb-wbile". 
References showing independence: "is doing what I like"; f 7 
•is ~ desire to live•. 
References to self or to happiness: "is the ingenuity f 4 
I have within me•; "is an urge to succeed for 
the happiness of certain people". 
Average Achiever: 
References to 'parents' or famil;y: "is ~ parents' en- 0 
couragemsnt"; 0 is ury fami:cy' and their wa;rs". 
Low Achiever: 
References to persons other than parents:, "is ury friends"; - 4 
"is ~teachers". 
Referenc- to a goal or the future which are vague: •is - 7 
reaching ~ goal•; "is hopes for the future•. 
References to school or passing a subject: •is to pass -10 
all ~ subjects so I can graduate"; "is the 
desire to go to school". 
109 
Weight 
29. I THINK THAT GIRLS: 
High Achiever: 
References which are critical or derogatory: •try to .f. 6 
put on an act too much of the time"; "gossip 
too much". 
References c011paring girls to boys: "are as intelligent .f. 4 
as boys"; "are often catty and coy while most 
boys are inclined to be more straight fonrard". 
Average Achiever: 
No significant responses. 
Low Achiever: 
References to being a nuisance or hostile references: - 4 
"were just made to get in your way•; "are 
pests•. 
References to being nice or nice to have around: "are - 5 
nice and tun to talk to•; "are a good tiling". 
References to being 'wonderful' or 1great 1 : •are great"; - 8 
"in general are wonderful". 
30. MY FAJ(ll.Y: 
High Achiever: 
References showing dependency: "thinks I should go to .f. 7 
college•; "is veey- much interested in what 
I do". 
Average Achiever: 
References to getting along or being happy: "is a source 0 
of great tun and much happiness"; "and I have 
had some good times". 
Factual references: •is going on a trip"; •and I live o 
in a newly bought house". 
Low Achiever: 
References to not getting along: "could be in harmon;rt; - 4 
•does not agree on 11.8D7 things". 
No response: - 4 
l0'1' 
Weight 
31. WHEN I All 65: 
~gh Achiever: 
References to enjoying lite, traveling, moving to -1 9 
Florida: "I p~ to enjoy the warm sun o! 
norida"; "I want to sit back and relax•. 
References which have a depressive element: "I hope .J 6 
I'm still alive"; "I'll consider myself 
lucky" to have lived that long". 
Average Achiever: 
References to retiring but being active; references to 0 
health: •I will retire but still keep busy"; 
11I hope to still be in good health". 
Low Achiever: 
References to stl.ll being able to work or not retiring: -ll 
11I plan to continue to work as long as I can"; 
"I do not want to retire". 
References to 'will retire'; 'retire and relax': "I want -20 
to retire and go on a long vacation"; 11I will 
retire•. 
32. I GET TIRED: 
High Achiever: 
References to work: •trom working"; "if I work too hard". -1 9 
References with no affect: "of officious sopranos•. .J 4 
Average Achiever: 
Critical references to other people: "of people who tr,r 0 
to act like something they aren't"; "of being 
told what to do b,r other people"• 
Low Achiever: 
References to not getting enough rest: •trom staying up - 4 
too late"; "when I don't get enough sleep"• 
References to studying, homework or school: •or doing -12 
so much homework•; "when I study a lot". 
Weight 
33. IT IS IMPOSSIBLE: 
Hil:lh Achiever: 
Intellectual references: 11to eat the bole out of a 16 
donut"; •to reach au;r end without a means". 
11 References to doing what one is not able to do or dis-
like doing: •to do something which you are 
not capable of doing"; •to do everything that 
is asked of me•. 
References to pleasing or understanding others: •to 11 
please everyboc!T'; •to know everything about 
a person"; 
11 References to getting or doing what one 'II&Ilts: "to get 
every thing you want•; "to do everything 
that one 110uld like to do11 • 
References to physical phenomena: •to make time stop"; 
•to comprehend the vastness or size of the 
entire universe•. 
Avera~:~e Achiever: 
References to doing things right, doing things on time; 0 
references to being happy: "to be happy all 
the tuRe"; "to finish on time"; "to do every-
thing right". 
Low Achiever: 
References containing 'for me' with a depressive element; 
-4 
statanents with a depressive elanent: "for 
me to graduate now•; "for me to go to college"; 
References to friends or other people: "to be without 
- 7 
friends"; •to try and talk to sane girls". 
Factual statements: •to drive the car in this kind of 
-16 
weather"; •to get home on tim.e with the car•. 
34. • •• PAD ••• : 
HLp Achiever: 
Intellectual statements: "relief :from pain is one of the 114 goals of medicine"; •carelessness usually 
causes pain and sanet:hnes death". 
References to not knowing pain or not fearing pain: "I 
.flo 
have never bad real pain"; "I am able to stand 
pain quite well". 
"" 
Weig!rl; 
Average Achiever: 
Factual statements: "pain hits a lot of people"; "acute 0 
pain can be eased by sedi ti ves". 
Low Achiever: 
References to pain in others: "11\Y' father causes pain to - 6 
my mother"; "she was in bed with pain". 
No response: -10 
35. I .All DEPENDENT UPON: 
Hig!l Achiever: 
References to parents for finanoial support: ~ parents ,lll 
for food and shelter"; "my parents to support 
me"• 
References to both or one parent for guidance and .f. 7 
advice: "my parents advise in important 
matters"; ~mother for her prudent advice"• 
References to sell: "11\Y' own thinking"; "myself". .f. 6 
Average Achiever: 
References to depending on parents temporari:cy: ~ 0 
fami:cy at the present time"; ~father at 
the moment". 
Low Achiever: 
No response: - 4 
Refermces to father or to mother: "my father"; "my - 5 
mother". 
References to depending on no one: "nobody for anything"; -10 
"no one". 
References to fami:cy or 'parents• 1 "my parents;" "my -17 
mother and father"; "my fam:L:cy". 
36. IF I FAIL: 
High Achiever: 
References to hoping to start over or doing one's best: .f. 7 
"I hope there will be time to start over"; 
"at something I real:cy want I hope that I 
shall have the courage to go on and do the 
best I can". 
iJ.O . 
Weight 
References to having tried or not necessarily being .f. 7 
a failure: "I will know that I have tried 
to be a success0 ; "to reach rq goal in life 
I shall not necessarily be a failure". 
References to disappointing parents: "to please them .f. S 
they will be hurt"; •in school it would be 
an awful disappointment to rq parents". 
Average Achiever: 
References to being disappointed, depressed, a failure 0 
or a disgrace: "I will be a failure•; • a 
subject I will feel very disappointed";"I've 
had it•. 
Low Achiever: 
No response: - 4 
References to not knowing what will happen: "I don't - 6 
know what I will do". 
References to being disciplined or parents being angry: - 6 
nr won't be able to go out"; "rq fathC" will 
be mad". 
References to repeating a course or going to slliiiiJier - 8 
school: •school I will have to come back"; 
DI will go to 8UIIIlller school". 
37. I WOULD LIKE TO BE: 
High Achiever: 
References to being well thought of, respected or .f.14 
accepted: "well liked by everyone"; na good 
American cirisen11 ; •accepted for what I 
rqself am". 
References to being a good parent, good mother or house- .f.ll 
wife: "a good wife and mother"; "married and 
have a big, happy family". 
References to a specific occupation requiring college llo 
training: •an English teachern; "a chemist". 
References to travel: •able to travel whenever I feel .;. S 
like it"; "in Florida now". 
Average Achiever: 
No significant response. 
lll• 
Weight 
Low Achiever: 
References to a specific occupation requiring o~ a -27 
year or two or training after high school: 
na secretarytt; "a medical technician"; •an 
airplane mechanic". 
38. I DREAlo! OF THE TDlE: 
High Achiever: 
References to accauplishing things or helping others: 
"when I have the opportunity to teach 
children"; "when everything I have will be 
because or my own labors". 
References to college or graduation fran college: "when f 1 
I can go away to school"; "when I have 
graduated from college". 
Average Achiever: 
References to a job: "when I get a good job"; "when I 0 
will manage a big department store•. 
References to being married: "when I marry my girl"; 
"when I'll be happ~ married". 
References to being married and having a family or hane: 0 
"having a job and a family: "when I shall be 
married and have a hane or my ownll; "when I 
can get married and raise a familyll. 
Low Achiever: 
References to something in the past: "when I was on - 8 
vacation in the mountains"; "when I won a 
trip to Puerto Rico". 
References to material things: "when I will live in a - 9 
new bane"; "when I get my driver's licmse". 
39. I TRY: 
High Achiever: 
References to not trying hard enough: "but sometimes f 9 
that is not enough"; "do my best but I realize 
that I'm working short or my abilitY"'. 
References to doing one's best in evefything: •to do my .f 8 
best"; "to do my best wbenever I can"• 
Weight 
References to being f'riendl;r, nice to eveeyone: •to ! 
be help.f'u.l"; "to get along with everyone". 
Average Achiever: 
No significant response. 
low Achiever: 
References to the future: "to think of' the future in - 9 
ways that are happy ones";"to see myself' 
years from nOif". 
No response: - 5 
Qualified or ambivalent statements: "to do what is -16 
right but sometimes it is hard"; "to save 
but it is useless•. 
40. WHEN I WAS A cmiD: 
High Achiever: 
No significant responses. 
Average Achiever: 
References to things unpleasant: "llliY first teacher was 0 
cruel to me"; 11I wasn't all01ted to do what 
the other kids did"• 
LOif Achiever: 
References to wanting to be something; references to - 9 
wanting things: •I wanted to be a pilot"; 
"I wanted a horse and still do•. 
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